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Summary

Words create reality. Russia is on Denmark’s door-
step, nonetheless, few Danes travel to the country,
few have personal relations with Russians, and

even fewer have a command of Russian. The coverage of
Russia by the Danish news media is crucial for our perception
of the country and its position in Europe and the world. 
Thereby, it is also crucial for Danish security and foreign
policy and for our agricultural exports now, and in years to
come. 

The Coverage of Russia by the Danish Media analyses
and discusses the coverage of Russia by the dominant Danish
daily newspapers and on-line newspapers in 2015 and until
September 2016, both quantitatively and qualitatively. The
observations and conclusions in the report principally build
upon critical examination of a very large number of media
texts. This has identified patterns and angles in a framing 
analysis and a quantitative examination of domestication in
the Russian material, including how many Danish sources
were in play. There proved to be few.

The private Danish media houses prioritised Russian 
coverage fairly highly in 2015 and 2016, and had three 
foreign correspondents permanently stationed in Moscow,
and one often in Saint Petersburg. These correspondents 
contributed to the overall coverage with an ‘on location’ 
Russia journalism that illuminated several original topics and
included other types of source than the normal daily 
news-flows from Eastern Europe and Russia.

Russian coverage, in 2015 and 2016 was increasingly
marked by conflict, war, energy, and for news journalism 
especially, foreign policy strife on power and territory. The
annexation of Crimea in 2014 and the armed struggle 
in Eastern Ukraine, which the Russian are suspected of 
fostering, heralded new tensions between the West, the EU,
and Russia. The rapprochement between East and West since

Mikhail Gorbatjov was elected president 1985, has been 
replaced by a new cold front. Military measures have been
employed and this was greatly reflected in the media 
coverage. So greatly, in fact, that media researchers and 
others have criticised the Danish media for talking up a cold
war, but this was rejected by the foreign correspondents in 
Moscow and the foreign editors here in Denmark. In the 
media’s Russian coverage, cold war researchers were also
quoted, saying that history is not repeating itself, and that we
are not on the way to a new cold war. This was not explicitly
stated in the analytical Russian articles either. It could be read
only implicitly. However, one Danish Russia researcher, with
an outset in defence and PET (police intelligence service)
perspectives, had another understanding. In his opinion, we
were talking about a cold war, a struggle between norms and
ideas; a war about influence but without battles. 

The West perceives the Russian information war as an 
offensive action. With the desire to destabilize EU and NATO
and to weaken the Western democracies. As a countermove
both EU and NATO have created task forces to counter 
propaganda and other sorts of hybrid threats from the East.

The Coverage of Russia by the Danish Media, includes
recent Danish and foreign media research and new social 
science research on models for understanding Russia’s 
actions and motives. 

Research into Russian society and its motives discusses,
among other things, that Russians are controlled by a meta-
narrative that states that Russian finds itself in a constant 
conflict with the West. And that the West is waging a war of
information against Russia. To counteract this, Russia must
wage an offensive hybrid-war against the West where they
send different versions of the same constructed story into the
great news space, nationally and globally. In the state-
controlled Russian media, this has led to there being nine 
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official versions of the shooting down of MH17 over Ukraine.
None of them, however, reflect the conclusions of the 
Netherland’s led, commission of inquiry. 

The media research included in this report is very critical
of the coverage of Russia in the Western news media, which,
among other things, is characterised as stereotypical, in the
sense that it depicts Russia and President Putin’s actions,
against a background of a neo-Soviet view, with no eye for
what characterises the new Russia. The coverage is also 
characterised as being angled from Western values. 

Both explicitly and implicitly, the coverage of Russia and
the media picture of Russians were clearly critical. The media
coverage spoke to an existing fundamental scepticism among
Danes of Russia and Russians, and in the media, there were
allusions and questions on the legitimacy of how Russia was
looking after its interests and of Putin’s motives. 

Everyone apparently agrees that Russia is on the way to
autocracy. Russia is greatly personified in the media coverage
by Vladimir Putin, whose driving force, according to many
newspaper and web articles, is not to serve society and the
people, but to attain unlimited power in this enormous country.
Dailies’ and web articles described this in a series of direct and
indirect ways, for example, Vladimir Putin was the only 
Russian who wielded any power that was characterised as 
a person. His power was apparently wielded in a societal 
vacuum, where resistance in the wider Russian power elite 
on positions of influence was absent. In the same way, the 
provinces had a very low priority in the Russian coverage which
to a very great extent was played out around the Kremlin.

The report concludes that, among other things, the media
picture being created by the marked focus on war, conflict,
and power, and the journalism’s blind spot regarding the
country as a whole and its large population, is hampering a
deeper understanding of the motives and causes behind 

Russia’s actions. Russia is much more than its autocratic 
president, and the media ought to reflect this to a greater 
degree than at present. Seen in slightly longer perspective
than news reporting, President Putin will be replaced at some
point by someone else. 

The almost identical criticism by foreign media 
researchers and our own Danish analyses of the coverage of
Russia, was laid before the three Danish foreign correspon-
dents in Moscow and the foreign editors and editors-in-chief
of Information and Ritzau. In a lengthy and committed 
response, they broadly reject the criticism. Their responses
are included in the report, in their entirety. 

The correspondents and editors can not recognise the 
principally negative portrayal of Russia and Vladimir Putin
nor that it is angled from Western values. They do not consi-
der that their Russian coverage differs from the coverage of
other important countries and regions. According to the 
corre spondents and editors, Russia’s engagement in the 
Crimea, Eastern Ukraine, and Syria, are such historically 
important events that they justify the journalistic focus on war
and conflict and on a president with enormous power. 
However, they almost all agree with the report’s conclusions
that the coverage of Russia could be improved by a broader
content and regional focus, but the Moscow correspondents
do not consider that there is adequate time to be able to 
undertake such an editorial re-prioritisation.

What then is right, and what is wrong? The researchers’
criticism or the journalists’ rejection of their criticism? The
report suggests how two groups of professionals can have so
different views of the same Russian coverage. The difference
is dictated by where one observes what one is seeing. Are you
close to the reality on the ground, or at some distance? This
will result in completely different perceptions of the same
Russia picture.
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1.0 
From rapprochement to cold front

Russia has a centuries long tradition of centralised 
control and authoritarian leaders, whether they were
tsars or communists.

In the years after the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991,
under the Boris Jeltsin regime, and on to the takeover by 
Vladimir Putin in spring 2000, there arose an oligarchy in
Russia: ”A regime where a small elite of finance magnates
achieved such great political influence that oligarchy became
an everyday expression in Russia”, (Den Danske Ordbog).
This continued during the first part of Vladimir Putin’s regime
in the 2000s until the oligarchs fell out with President Putin,
or was it the converse?

Later, the oligarchy was supplanted by another form of
centralised control. Now Russia is on the way to an autocracy,
“where one person has unlimited power”, (Den Danske Ord-
bog). But has it gone so far, or are there still opposition 
politicians, independent media, and other social forces pulling
in the opposite direction? How was the Danish media’s 
coverage of such central topics in 2015 and 2016?

According to Russian, Diana Bologova, at the University
of Stockholm, who is writing a thesis on the coverage of 
Russia by the Swedish media, there is, in the West, a 
comprehensive personification of Russia with Vladimir Putin,
and she also sees clear signs that there exists a  ”Russophobia
in the Western media towards Russia”, (September 2016).
Bologova has examined the phenomena in Sweden and she
states that Swedish journalists and editors get angry when she
asks them about Russophobia. How are things in Denmark?
Undoubtedly, Russophobia is a very value loaded expression,
but can we talk about there being antipathy and a latent fear
of Russia, the Russian people, and President Putin, in 
Denmark? And will such an antipathy be expressed in the
news media’s coverage? Directly or indirectly? Is there in the

Danish media a personification of Russian with President
Putin, perhaps even a demonization? Is the Russia coverage
marked by fear metaphors? Is it ideologically angled? Is there
any sign that the Danish media are victim to an intensified
hybrid-war between East and West?

According to the American researcher, Andrei P. 
Tsygankov from San Francisco State University, the American
media tend to routinely write Russia into a stereotypical 
neo-Soviet perception view with no eye for how the new, 
de-ideologized Russia functions, both the good and the bad. 

In the media in the USA, there also exists a meta-narrative
that Russian culture is inferior to Western culture, that it 
is undemocratic, and that Russian interests are thus less 
legitimate than the West’s’.  Was there in 2015 and 2016 talk
of anything corresponding in the Danish media? Was there a
meta-narrative on Russia also in play in Denmark?

To a major extent, journalism in the media establishes 
people’s perception of social and political realities. Words
create reality. The Danish media’s coverage of Russia and its
relations with its neighbours to the west, Ukraine, the Baltic
States, and the EU, and its economically powerful neighbours
to the east, China and Japan, is crucial to our understanding
of Russia and its position in Europe and the world. Russia is
part of our locality; Kaliningrad is just 360 km southeast 
of Bornholm. But few Danes holiday in Russia, fewer have
professional contacts with Russians, and even fewer speak or
understand Russian, so the media coverage is crucial to 
Danish understanding of Russia.

In these years, Danish foreign policy on Russia and
Eastern Europe is changing significantly. In foreign policy 
studies, Peter Taksøe-Jensen’s paper on Danish diplomacy
and defence in a time of friction (UM 2016) the word 
’friction’ primarily refers to the increased tensions in the East,
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forewarning of the construction of a new cold front. The
paper forms the basis for political negotiations on a new 
Danish foreign policy and, according to Taksøe’s report, 
Russia is now a “Regional superpower with global ambi-
tions”, and Russia’s strategy is a ”Feared superpower is a
strong superpower”. 

The Danish media’s coverage is important for our 
attitudes to the foreign and defence policy our politicians ought
to decide and conduct. Peter Taksøe-Jensen recommended, in
spring 2016, a strengthening of Danish defence, among other
things, as a reaction to the threat from Russia. The 
rapprochement between the West and Russia from the 1990s
onwards, should, according to Taksøe-Jensen’s recommen -
dations, be replaced by a strategic military and political   
build-up and deterrence, i.e. continued sanctions, more soft
power, information wars, and increased military forces. 

The Coverage of Russia by the Danish Media will cast a
critical eye on the fairly large number of articles and other

journalistic material that has been published on Russia in the
dominant news media, both in print and on the web from
2015 to September 2016. The report will indicate stereotypes,
frames, and trends, and will also identify the dominant media
picture in the material on Russia. It will also discuss the 
ramifications of this coverage.

The report will also provide a voice for those journalists
and editors who played a key role in the coverage of Russia
in 2015 and 2016. There will be detailed responses from the
Danish foreign correspondents in Moscow and selected 
foreign editors at home on critical questions on the Russia 
coverage. The five key persons in the Danish foreign 
journalism have an understanding of the form and content of
the Russia material that is markedly different than the media
researchers and ours. The report will put forward some ideas
on how and why journalists, editors, and researchers can see
the same editorial effort so differently.
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2.0 
Purpose, methods and delineation

When the news media covers Russia, a media 
picture is created, intentionally or otherwise. How
does one map media pictures and media coverage

in print and online newspapers? With which indicators can
one identify dominant metaphors and frames in the very 
extensive coverage of Russia which the Danish media houses
continuously publish, year after year? 

There is comprehensive research in linguistic and media
research and rhetoric on discourse, frames and agenda-

setting. Here, we will not present a lengthy discussion on 
methodology, but can state that the selected methods behind
The Coverage of Russia by the Danish Media rest on this 
praxis and will draw on the discussions between media resear-
chers on the form and challenges around the content analysis.

To aid, in particular, the understanding of how foreign
correspondents, editors and media researchers see the Russia
journalism, the following very simple communication model
will be employed:

Figure 1:

The Russian reality   ->   Russia coverage   ->    Messages and perceptions

People often talk about the coverage of a country such as
Russia as being biased, i.e. angled and ideologically coloured
in particular directions. Very often, it is critically biased
against the subject or the locality the media are describing.
The phenomenon, bias will not receive a central position in
this report, as upon which criteria can it be decided that a 
description of something Russian is biased? This would call
for an absolute truth that probably few would argue exists;
or, for that matter, could even describe. 

Naturally, there are concrete facts and descriptions of
events, statements, and actions which can be identified and
communicated as objectively, well-documented, and credibly
as can be achieved. But taking an explicit position on whether 
something is biased or not implies that one is at another and
higher level of abstraction. Because what the truth was about

this enormous country and its people and actions in 2015 and
2016 would elicit as many suggestions as there are laymen
and experts who would express an opinion.

However, this does not mean that dominant patterns and
recurring frames cannot be found in the Russian coverage,
and that they are not crucial to the creation of the media 
picture of Russia. This is obviously possible and the 
following analyses will do this. 

Framing is often based on a selection and form of 
interpretation. In the Russia coverage in 2015 and 2016, a
number of frames were in play, several of them recurring, but
whether they were true or false, or biased or not, will not be
specifically addressed. This would demand a truth scale
which does not exist.

The following analyses and discussions have been under-
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taken with an outset in social constructivism.
Jonas Rasmussen describes it as follows in his thesis:

Media coverage of Russia and the USA in the Syria conflict:

“The approach to reality can be explained with the aid
of constructivist, Niklas Luhmanns concept ’observa-
tion’. The journalist stands outside reality and obser-
ves. One observes by selecting elements of the reality
in order to create meaning. “The observer does not see
the distinction he employs to distinguish; for that 
matter, he only sees what he describes (Hagen 2007:
403)…Those elements of reality the observer has 
deselected, consciously or unconsciously, Luhmann
calls ’the blind spot’”. 

(Rasmussen, 2016: p.19).

The articles abot Russia in print and on the web are 
narratives, short or longer news items and descriptions that
are anchored in data from the Russian and European reality.
Words create reality. As a result of the way this narrative is
produced and published, frames appear. By this is meant, a
systematic favoritism of a particular type of person, attitude,
event, or angle, and so on. These frames can be used to 
identify angles and tendencies in the coverage.

The examinations will be undertaken with the researcher’s
critical approach to his subject, but this does not mean that
the media coverage will be given grades. Nor, is there any
particular sympathy or antipathy for Russia or the Russians
by any of the individuals behind this report. We are not
members of Vladimir Putin’s fan club; we are neither suppor-
ters nor opponents of the president.  Instead, those of us who
have contributed to the analyses, strive to be as neutral as 
possible, knowing full well, that everything in this world is

seen through a cultural lens, from where one stands.

2.1 Delineation and questions
Empiricism is constituted by the articles and other types of
journalistic inputs that were about Russia or something 
Russian, in the dominant Danish news media in print and on
the web, from the major media houses. The search term in 
Infomedia’s database has been ’Russia’. This has produced
hundreds of articles, and to sort and prioritise them we have
used Infomedia’s significance criteria. In this case, that was
how frequently Russia was mentioned in the text.

Radio and TV from the two public service stations, DR
and TV2, and the commercial TV channels, are not included
for two reasons: Firstly, TV and radio no longer set the public
agenda in the same way as earlier, and especially not in the
area of foreign news. Secondly, researching TV and radio
news and factual programmes, requires completely different
research methods. This would demand a different analysis de-
sign.

As a starting point for the following analyses, information
will be provided in each analysis section, of which Danish
news media is included in this part of the review. This will
vary slightly without, however, destroying the basis for 
comparison.

The period reviewed was from February 2015 to 
September 2016.

The report The Coverage of Russia by the Danish Media
is built up in four parts:

• Sections 1.0 to 2.2: Introduction, purpose, methods,
and delineation
• Sections 3.0 to 6.0: An examination of what others
have found on the news media’s coverage of Russia
in Denmark and abroad. Thereafter, observations and
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points from the two sub-studies from February 2015,
undertaken by Henrik Berggreen and Kresten Roland
Johansen, on Russia and domestication in the media’s
foreign coverage. These were previously published in
the research report The media’s (new) world picture
(Kabel and Holm, 2016), which, in many ways, forms
the outset for this report.
At the end of the second part of the report, a series of
critical questions will be put forward. These will be
used to guide the subsequent mapping of the media
coverage of Russia in the autumn of 2015 and 2016. 
• Sections 7.0 to 11.0: An analytical reading of texts
on the coverage of Russia in November and December
2015, in May 2015, and a number of thematic 
examinations of the coverage of the NATO summit in
July 2016 in Warsaw, the exclusion of Russian athletes
from the Rio Olympics in July and August, and the
election to the Duma in September 2016. Each of
these new analyses will be rounded off with a thematic
compilation
• Section 12: Conclusions and discussions including
suggestions on how the Russia journalism practioners
and media researchers can see the form and content of
the Russia material so differently.

The third part of the report contains extended responses,
to seven identical questions, from the three foreign correspon-
dents in Moscow; Simon Kruse Rasmussen, Berlingske, Tho-
mas Heine, Politiken and Poul Funder Larsen, Jyllands-
Posten. These three have been crucial to the Danish news 
media’s picture of Russia in 2015 and 2016. The seven 
questions have been prepared on the basis of the results which
the critical content analyses have produced. 

Also, three centrally placed Danish foreign editors and
editors-in-chief have been contacted about the same questions
as the correspondents. Ritzau no longer has a foreign editor,
but editor-in-chief, Martin Darling has responded. Foreign
editor, Hakon Redder, Børsen, responded by telephone on
September the 22nd, that “Børsen has very little coverage of
Russia”. Consequently, Børsen’s editor has not wished to 
participate in the Q&A: “There has not been much to 
research”. Information’s foreign editor, has given his respon-
ses to the seven questions.

The report is constructed around a descriptive and a more
normative part. The examination of Danish and foreign media
research on Russia and the picture of Russia, are referential.
Our own text analyses of large amounts of Russia material is
also descriptive; the media material, is allowed to speak for
itself, so to say.

The conclusions are normative. They present 
understanding and points, and recommendations are set out
regarding editorial practice in the coverage of Russia.

2.2 Supported by the Nordic Journalism Centre
and new studies
The analyses and discussions behind this report have been
undertaken at the behest of the Nordic Journalism Centre
(NJC), under the aegis of the project “Nordic/Northwest 
Russian Journalist Cooperation 2016-17”. 

In 2017, we will conduct a new, critical study of the news
media’s journalism on Russia, in an international comparative
project entitled, ’Russia in the Nordic media, Nordic region
in the Russian media’. Once again, under the aegis of 
NJC and financed by the Nordic Council of Ministers. The
observations and conclusions for this project will be 
presented for debate in 2018.
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On 18 March 2014, Vladimir Putin, along with Crimea leaders, signed the documents that officially annexed Crimea to Russia. Here,

they are on their way in to the ceremony in the Kremlin. The annexation of Crimea was a historic turning point in the relationship 

between Russia, the West, NATO and Denmark. (Photo: Sergei Innitsky, Pool/Polfoto)
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3.0 
Danish and international research in Russia
and the media’s Russia coverage

What have others found out? What inspiration 
can be drawn from the socio-scientific research
for a deeper understanding of the current 

relationship between Russia and the West? What observations
and conclusions have been presented by international and 
Danish media research on the news media’s coverage of 
Russia? 

The Cold War, the dissolution of the Soviet Union, and
the intensified political and military tensions between West
and East are areas that have been well researched by political 
science, internationally, and in Denmark. This contrasts with
the media research on the news media’s coverage of the 
conflict between Russia and Ukraine, and the media picture
and perceptions thus presented. We have only been able to
identify a limited amount of research in this field, here in
Denmark and abroad, but there is some.

3.1 Three different explanations of Russia, 
Ukraine, and the West
The Danish researcher, Elias Götz, post doctor at Uppsala
Centre for Russian and Eurasian Studies, Uppsala University,
has, in recent years, published articles that analyse and 
discuss East-West relations and the Ukraine crisis, It’s 
geopolitics, stupid: explaining Russia’s Ukraine policy, (Götz,
2015). And most recently, the award-winning article from
2016, Russia, the West, and the Ukraine crises: three 
contending perspectives (Götz, p. 246-266).

In working with these research articles, Elias Götz 
has read and processed an extensive amount of Danish and
foreign political science research on these subjects. He has
taken his outset in the question, “Which motives and 
objectives guide Russia’s actions?”. 

Based on an analytical reading of selected elements of the

published research, Götz in Russia, the West, and the Ukraine
crises: three contending perspectives, has described three 
different and competing ways of understanding East-West 
relations after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. In the
research world, these three perceptions are borne by three 
different groups of international relations scholars. Götz calls
the three explanatory models “three contending perspectives”,
where both Russia’s long history of oppressive regimes 
and authoritarian leaders, together with the current 
government with its democratically elected president, 
Vladimir Putin, are drawn in as a background for the 
explanations. 

Across the board, there is, according to Götz, broad 
agreement among all the social researchers, that the Ukraine
crisis will prove to have major implications for Europe’s 
security architecture in the coming years, but beyond that, the
agreement ceases.

The three ways Russian’s actions can be understood are,
according to Götz: ”Revisionist Russia”, ”Victim Russia” and
”Troublemaker Russia”. They are presented, in outline, in the
following:

Revisionist Russia. (p. 251)
Russians want to overturn the order that has arisen in Europe
since the Cold War, including the stability of the EU. The aim
is to create a new empire, a Greater Russia, that includes
Ukraine. The aim is not just to modify the current order, but
to create a completely new one, with military means, 
if necessary. Russia is striving for dominance over the 
enormous area of the former Soviet Union. The next target
for Russia could be countries such as Kazakhstan, 
Moldova and the Baltic States. “Russia is remaking itself as
the leader of the anti-Western world. Russia is compelled by
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its cultural and historical DNA to seek expansion and 
domination in Post-Soviet Eurasia” (p. 252).

According to this group of researchers of the ’Revisionist
Russia school’, the background for Russia’s expansionist urge
is to be found in the Kremlin, and in the Soviet culture’s 
autocratic traits, and in President Putin’s power-hungry 
personality and KGB past.

These researchers recommend an offensive counteraction
from the West in the form of counter-power. An aggressive
West to secure the Baltic States with NATO forces. A NATO
that also guarantees Ukraine against invasion while broadly
rendering different forms of soft help to the leadership in the
Ukraine.

Victim Russia (p. 253)
Russia does not constitute a threat to the former Soviet 
republics that are now independent countries. Nor does 
Russia desire to overthrow the European order that has arisen
since the Cold War. On the contrary, Russia is basically a na-
tion that seeks to maintain the status quo with very limited
offensive goals. Instead, the West’s arrogance and expansion
to the East constitutes the greatest threat to peace and stability.
”Moscow has good reasons to oppose the eastward expansion
of NATO. No state would welcome the extension of a 
historically hostile military alliance up to its borders”.

According to this ‘school’, Russia has suffered a loss of
prestige from offensive actions by NATO and the EU in 
recent decades, and the current Russian countermoves are 
defensive, not offensive.

These researchers recommend a Western policy that is
about NATO and the EU stopping their expansion to the East.
Instead, they should once again seek a closer partnership with
Russia. The West should desist from drawing Ukraine into

”the Euro-Atlantic structure” and avoid making political or
military agreements with Ukraine.

The ’victim school’, recommends instead, that the
sanctions against Russia should be lifted and suggests a 
neutral Ukraine, “a Finlandization of Ukraine”, which, in
their opinion, would lead to reducing, not increasing, tension.

Troublemaker Russia (p. 255)
Russia’s self-assertive behaviour is tied to international 
dynamics which the Kremlin elite act on by conjuring up 
problems abroad in order to maintain power in Moscow. 

Vladimir Putin is striving to appear to be a leader who
thrives in the role of potentate at the head of a strong and 
offensive nation. In reality, his actions present a picture of a
concerned, authoritarian leader who is willing to use any
means to maintain power. His foreign policy is, in many
ways, an extension of his domestic policy.

The regime’s own position and security is the driving
force behind its actions. The people in power in the Kremlin
generate crises abroad to divert attention from the weak 
domestic economy and the many problems in Russia.

”Russia invaded Ukraine, at least in part, to prevent the
transnational spread of revolution from Ukraine to Russia.
The main goal is to strengthen the Putin regime domestically
by delegitimizing Ukraine’s popular revolution”.

The researchers that support this ‘school’ are of the 
opinion that the current situation calls for a tough response,
including NATO preparations to defend NATO territory in
the Baltic States and Poland. These military efforts must be
followed up with continued effective sanctions also directed
at Putin’s inner circles.

In a longer perspective, the researchers who support the
'troublemaker perception' are optimistic. They believe that,
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in reality, Putin's regime is weak. Over time, the modernization
that removed the authoritarian leaders in Eastern Europe will
do the same in Russia. All the bloated militarism by 
Moscow cannot hide the reality that Russia is a weakened and
increasingly fragile state.

Elias Götz’s valuable research work in distilling three 
politological explanation models on Russia’s motives, from
a major amount of research literature, will be used in the 
following mapping in this report, as inspiration and tool to
identify central themes and underlying perceptions in the
media coverage of Russia, What are we looking for, and why?

3.2 A hybrid-war with the West
Senior researcher, Flemming Splidsboel Hansen, at the 
Danish Institute for International Studies (DIIS) has, in 
several short articles and a lecture (November 2016) 
presented a number of central observations and conclusions
on Russia anno 2016 and on the methods that Russia employs
in power, the media, relations with the West.

Splidsboel Hansen’s research has its outset in the way 
the military, the Police Intelligence Service (PET), and the
foreign ministry  (compare the Taksøe report 2016) analyse
and see the world. His research contributes continuously to
this. The following is a rendering of selected observations and
conclusions from Flemming Splidsboel Hansen’s descriptions
of Russia:

”An information war between the West, and the 
Soviet Union and Russia, has been going on for 
decades, what is new is that there now exist information
technologies that have undergone such a qualitative
change that they now have much greater impact than
previously. Both Russia and the Danish military use

many resources on non-military measures 
(non-kinetic) such as exposure through framing 
and information. Information technology is today a
'unprecedented force multiplier', which means that you
can have more impact by kinetic means of using 
information technologies offensively. There is now a
weaponisation of information, IT (cyber-attacks) and
media to such a degree that there is talk of a Russian
paradigm shift in how they manage conflict”. 

“The authoritative regime employs a meta-
narrative, which is: Russia finds itself in constant 
conflict with the West. Putin is very good at talking
this narrative up. The three quintessential wars that
Russia has been subjected to over the centuries, have
all come from the West, and the West is still seen as a
permanent threat. This meta-narrative is a framework
around the actions of Russia and of the president, and
is used to undermine counter-narratives. In the meta-
narrative, small narratives around Crimea, for example,
can be developed and inserted into the large meta-
narrative, and thus an explanation and legitimisation
is produced”.

”According to Putin and others in the Russian
power-elite, Russia is the victim of a hybrid-war. 
Hybrid-war is a new phenomenon, in the sense that
the way that military (kinetic) and non-military 
measures are considered together and practised, has
changed.  The media and news are instruments in such
an undeclared war, and information is often 
consciously incorrectly constructed as dis-information.
According to the Russian power elite, Russia is in a
constant hybrid-war with the West and this is the new
normal, and thus, will never cease. In Russian eyes, this
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calls for hybrid counter-power to weaken the enemy. In
contrast, from the West’s side, hybrid counter-power is
called for to resist the pressure from the capable and 
offensive Russians”.

”In principle, there is free internet in Russia, and 
penetration is high. However, the net and social media
are subject to massive surveillance. Around the state-
controlled media, there are free news media in all their
forms, and independent news, criticism and protest are
accessible. But they are not the preferred choice of
Russians; they do not fit into the meta-narrative. The
free media are often subjected to repressive activities
by the Russian authorities which silence their free
voice and suck them into the circle of state-controlled
media. Thus, 97 per cent of Russians get their news
from the state-controlled TV channels”.

”According to the Russian powers, all news is 
constructed, so they get constructed news and other
information that is thrown into the great global
newsroom. This leads to a form of ’perspectivism’,
where one news item can be just as correct as the next.
For example, in the state-controlled Russian media,
there are now nine different ways of explaining the
shooting down of MH17 in Eastern Ukraine, but not
one of them reflects the conclusions from the 
Netherlands-led commission of inquiry”.

”Legislation that states that it is forbidden to 
question Russian territorial issues means that for the
Russian public there is a right-left limitation; a room
within which it is possible to comment. The walls of
the room can be moved back and forth a little, and one
of the ways this adjustment can occur is by shaming
the opinions of others. In the centre of the room there

are a number of established views that everyone
knows and that create ontological certainty for the 
ordinary Russian. Putin is constantly tanking up the
Russian’s ontological certainty and this is one of the
reasons for his popularity”. (Ontological means, “that
which is real, that which exists”, Den Danske Ord-
bog).

Flemming Splidsboel Hansen concludes in his articles and
lectures that ”Russia is a neo-authority regime, among other
things, because of its use of the media”. And that in the 
relationship between Russia and the West, there is “a 
conceptual confrontation, a battle between norms” which will
result in there now is talk of us being ”in a Cold War”, a war
without battles (November, 2016).

3.3 Media research view of Russia coverage
Professor Erik Albæk and political science student, Morten
Lysbeck Hansen, published in 2014, in a comment in 
Berlingske the results of a study of the coverage of foreign
policy by Danish newspapers. Their empiricism was 
primarily the media’s coverage of elections in Sweden and
the USA, but their points provide useful inspiration also in
this connection. Among other things, they concluded:

• ”On the whole, the Danish newspapers’ coverage of
foreign policy is balanced”
• “There appears however to be a cultural imbalance
which must be expected to become more pronounced
when it is about social relations in countries that are
culturally very distant from Denmark” (Berlingske, 
12 August 2014)

We have turned up a few examples of Danish media 
research on the Danish news media’s coverage of Russia and
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the media pictures they build up. We have turned up a few
scientific articles which draw upon a discussion of the 
coverage such as, for example, Ukraine and the West’s 
hypocrisy by Jens Jørgen Nielsen in Kritisk Debat, (2014),
plus a few university dissertations, for example, Danish 
media’s coverage of the Ukraine conflict, by Cecilie Agertoft,
Sebastian Bjerril, Morten Steenberg and Mette Sørensen,
(RUC, 2015) and Media coverage of Russia and the USA in
the Syrian conflict by Jonas Rasmussen (Aarhus University,
2016). 

Jonas Rasmussen has closely read articles from the three
major Danish dailies, Jyllands-Posten, Berlingske and 
Politiken and has drawn comparisons with the coverage of
Russia and the USA in the major American media; The New
York Times and Wall Street Journal. Rasmussen concludes,
among other things, that:

”Based on journalistic ideals, there is reason to remain
critical when the media, relatively consistently, ascribe
aggressive and cynical motives to Russia. Especially
when there is seldom room for an opposite perspective
that sees Russia’s actions as a defence against the
USA’s and Western aggression. It is problematic that
there is a lack of source criticism in the individual 
articles when Russia is one-sidedly presented as 
aggressive and cynical” (Rasmussen, 2016, p. 94).

He continues by concluding that that element of the 
coverage that has included President Putin:

” In 24 per cent of the cases where Barack Obama 
is mentioned in the Danish newspapers, he is referred
to as president. The same figure for Putin is 11 
percent. The difference leads to a higher degree of 
legitimisation of Obama”.

”Russia is often personified by Putin which also
applies to the USA and Obama. This is particularly
pronounced in Jyllands-Posten and Berlingske. 
Personification bestows relatively great power on the
two heads of state over their countries’ Syria policy.
This stands in contrast to the commonly accepted
theory on international politics that seldom allocates
heads of state such decisive power over foreign 
policy” (Rasmussen, 2016, p. 93).

This is different in the relevant media research from the
wider world of which there are several useful examples. This
research has particularly focussed on which messages, 
directly and indirectly, appear in their domestic media’s 
Russia material. The following will extract observations and
points from four very different research projects on the news
media’s coverage of Russia, from the USA, Europe, the UK, 
Germany, and Norway. 

The first is The Good, the Bad and the Ugly. Stereotyping
Russia the Western Way by Merja Ellefson and Eva 
Kingsepp in a collection of articles from NORDICOM News
of the Other, (Riegert, 2004). At the beginning of the 2000s,
the two researchers studied the coverage of an OECD meeting
in Istanbul in 1999, where Russia’s war in Chechnya stood
on the agenda, and where the then Russian president, Boris 
Yeltsin, walked out after criticism from a unanimous West.
The researchers mapped front page articles and photographs
from OECD from the summit in 40 dailies from 16 western 
countries over two days, the 18th and 19th November 1999,
(p. 219) They employed the use of theory and concepts from
the research in narratives and myths, (Barthes, 1970) and saw
the news media’s headlines and articles as, “As narrative,
news is orienting, communal, ritualistic and cultural”, 
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(p. 204). And they continued, “news as a communicative 
process can function like myth or folklore. News is about
creating order out of disorder, offering reassurance and 
familiarity, and providing explanations and answers”, (p. 205)
and ”Myth, like news, has meaning only in its telling. They
need to be communicated, and in order to retain power, they
need to be constantly retold”, (p. 205).

Og de fortsatte: ”News as a communicative process can
function like myth or folklore. News is about creating order
out of disorder, offering reassurance and familiarity, and 
providing explanations and answers” (s. 205) og ”Myth like
news, has meaning only in its telling. They need to be 
communicated, and in order to retain power, they need to be 
constantly retold” (s. 205).

And Elefson og Kingsepp concluded: 
”Constructions of reality in our news media are often
written from a Western perspective… The dichotomy
of the past – the Communist dictatorship of the East,
and the capitalist democracies of the West – is still
operative in the dominant news narratives… Where is
the border between Europe and the Orient, between
West and East? This dividing line is often seen as the
boundary between Western modernity, civilization
and development and, on the other hand, Eastern 
pre-modernity, barbarism and underdevelopment” 
(p. 206).

According to the research article, Russia met heavy 
criticism from the other participants at the summit in Istanbul,
including the then American president, Bill Clinton, who, 
according to the narrative researcher, appeared as the white
knight, while Boris Yeltsin was the villain from the darkest
East:

“The metaphors used in the newspapers present 
Russia and Yeltsin as irrational and obstinate. Yeltsin
stands firm and has war on his mind, which is 
obviously not a way of reasoning in a civilized manner
and definitely not good for reaching mutual under -
standing. Yeltsin differs from the rest of the delegates
in an important way – all the others are concerned with
human rights, but Yeltsin is not” (p. 212).

Elefson and Kingsepp also pointed out that the narrative
structure in the articles reinforced the well-known image of
Russia as ’the others’ in contrast to ’we’: 

”The media audience may also be seen as part of the
implicit We. The hero category is, however, partly
constructed and held together by excluding Others.
The villain (The Russians) is presented as aggressive,
irrational, unreasonable, unpredictable, and 
un democratic, which means that We must be its 
opposite” (p. 216).

In the metaphors and, for example, in the plots, the 
Russian people ended up appearing as an irrational people
supporting and irrational leader. None of them seem to have
a grasp on how a real democracy functions. And the two 
researchers concluded:

”This leads us to the conclusion that the Russians and
the Chechens have not yet reached the same level of
development, civilization and modernity as exists in
the Western sphere, which confirms Our position as
the hero, the Good” (p. 217).

The stereotypes in the Russian coverage in 1999, as 
analysed in Elefsons og Kingsepps article, published in 2004,
built upon the classic and well-known exclusionary 
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contradiction. There was no talk of a named individual 
stereotyping, with the exception of Boris Yeltsin, it was 
Russians and the Russian system in general that was being
characterised stereotypically. There was no doubt who the
good were = the West, and the evil = Russians, and the 
victims = Chechens. 

It seems obvious to draw a parallel with Vladimir Putin,
Crimea and Ukraine.

The other foreign article is, Russia’s portrayal in the 
Western Media: A Quantitative analysis of leading Media
Agency News Stories in 2007, by Mihai Moscovici, M.M. The
University of Texas at Arlington (2008). Moscovici has 
analysed the media coverage of Russian by the three major
news services, AP (USA), the BBC (UK) and, DW 
(Germany). The object of the analysis, was the Russian 
material in 2007, so it has limited currency. Mihai Moscovici
concluded, that: ”Western media often portray Russia in the
context of international relations and security issues. The
main frames used by Western media to portray Russia were,
’rising threat’, ’cold war’, ’troubled democracy’ and 
’partnership’ ”, (p. iv).

The following two research articles are more current and
more directly relevant for this study. One is the American The
dark double: The American media perception of Russia as a
neo-Sovjet autocracy, 2008-2014, by Andrei P. Tsygankov
from San Francisco State University (SAGA, 2016). The
other is Modern political image of Russia in Norway (on
media coverage) by the two Russian researchers, Flera H. 
Sokolova and Anne A. Koptyaeva, both from the Northern-
Arctic Federal University in Arkhangelsk (2015).

The dark double
The main points in Andrei P. Tsygankov’s research article are

that the American media perceive and refer to Russia today
as a neo-Soviet autocracy. The American media picture of
Russia is very strongly negative. In order to be able to create
this dark media picture, the American media often refrain
from including the elements of Russian reality that support
other views. (’The blind spot’, according to Luhmann).

The researcher from San Francisco State University 
has identified and mapped editorials from the three leading
American dailies, The New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal and The Washington Post, in the period from 2008 to
2014. Altogether, there were 137 editorials, of which 131
were ”uniformly negative about Russia” (p. 5).

Similar to the same point as Albæk’s and Hansen’s, on
cultural imbalance, the researcher states, ”Even when media
strives to be independent by promoting its own viewpoint 
in public discussions, it does so under particular cultural 
constraints and with particular social boundaries”, (p. 2) and
he continues, ”Russian politics incorporate a mixture of 
democratic and authoritarian characteristics”, (p. 2). The 
editorials do not draw upon the democratic characteristics in
their arguments.

According to Tsygankov, a very widespread meta-
narrative, and often repeated pattern of understanding, exists
in the USA about Russia. It is referred to as ”the AR-
narrative” (the America/Russia-narrative), which the 
researcher characterises as ”ethnocentric”. This meta-
narrative fundamentally consists of the following three 
elements:

• Russia is an inferior society while the USA is a superior
and advanced society.

• Americans find it morally acceptable to force their 
values on other peoples – also the Russians.

• Russia is a superpower that constitutes a threat to many
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people all over the World.
And in conclusion: Consequently, Russia is an ongoing

threat to the international society of democratic states and
Russia must be confronted by the west. 

This AR-narrative generally lies, according to Andrei P.
Tsygankov, behind the approach to the description of Russia
in the editorials of the established American dailies, and 
President Putin is perceived as one of the principal architects
behind this reality that the narrative strives to describe.

According to the researcher, the American editorial 
writers are struggling to understand the new Russia: 

”Struggling to understand the country’s transition
from the USSR, the US media commonly describes
Russia in terms of fitting within its old pattern. Media
frequently assess contemporary Russian politics not
on the scale of how far it has gotten away from the 
Soviet Union, but, rather how much Russia became a
Soviet-like ’one-party-state’ driven by af ’KGB- 
mentality’ and dependent on the use of propaganda,
’cold war rhetoric’, and repression against internal 
opposites in order to consolidate state power” (p. 1).

Andrei P. Tsygankov continues with the following 
observations:

”US is freedom at home and leadership of the free
world abroad” (s. 2) ”The Western interests were more
legitimate than the Soviet ones” (s. 1) The media 
is unable to draw distinctions between Putin and 
Russia’s political system… the system seems to be
operating in a social vacuum” (p. 7-8).

Tsygankov ends by concluding: 

”The media have ignored all other side of Russia by
making ’the dark side’ central to its coverage. Inspired
by the AR-narrative” (p. 8).

Modern political image of Russia in Norway 
(on media coverage)
Two Russian researchers, Flera H. Sokolova and Anne A.
Koptyaeva, have reviewed the coverage of Russia, in, among
others, the two largest Norwegian dailies VG, Dagbladet and
Aftenposten and their online newspapers vg.no, dagbladet.no
and aftenposten.no in the period from January 2008 to 
October 2014. The researchers found that there were 177 
articles ”dedicated to the Russian theme, 110 of them are 
focused on the political aspect of the Russian reality”, (p. 74).
Against this background, they concluded that Russia 
coverage received real column space in the major Norwegian
dailies, although it was not highly prioritised.

In the coverage, Sokolova and Koptyaeva found, with the
help of the content analysis, that: ”Political events in Russia
resonate in Norwegian editions only when they receive a glo-
bal resonance, or directly related to the interests of Norway…
they look at the problems through the prism of Western coun-
tries” (p. 74).

In general, the two Russian researchers characterized the
Russia material in the Norwegian dailies as both positive and
negative:

”Russia is criticized for joining the Crimea, for the so-
called policy of supporting the separatists in eastern
Ukraine, spy scandals and environmental pollution. 
Russian law against promotion of the non-traditional
sexual relations among minors in 2013 was another
topic for negative evaluations of Russia. The positive
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articles include the discussions of V.V. Putin’s perso-
nality, who is portrayed as a strong-willed leader. 
Norwegian media also appreciated the Russian-
Norwegian cooperation in the military and economic
space” (p. 74).

They continue:
”In general statements the politics and personality of
the President of Russia could be characterized as 
negative, although there were positive and neutral 
expressions. In Norwegian newspapers VG and Dag-
bladet V.V. Putin appears as a strong political leader
with an authoritarian management style, who restored
the country’s economy, took the efforts to raise world
prices for oil and gas… he always keeps calm in 
public, confidently defending his point of view” 
(p. 74-75).

And they conclude:
”Along with the negative image of Russia Norwegian
media makes attemps to reflect the positive trends 
in Russia, reasonably submit its position in the 
international area and national interests, especially in
the Crimea. In this context, the political image of 

Russia in Norway is more balanced 
compared to, for example, the Baltic prints that 
constantly circulate the image of the enemy in the face
of Russia… but… Cautious attitudes towards the
country inherited from the Cold War are still 
influencing its image in Norway” (s. 81-82).

The conclusions of the reading of the relatively few exam-
ples of media research we have been able to find on Russia
coverage in other countries have a number of almost uniform
points that the Western media’s Russia coverage is negative
and critically angled with a Western global perception as the
yardstick. The message is that we, in the West, are civilised
and the good, while the Russians are presented as irrational,
old-fashioned, and with tendencies to underdevelopment. An
exclusionary ‘them and us’. 

The research is, as in the American article, The dark 
double, very critical of the media’s editorial handling of 
Russia’s complexity and the motives behind Russian actions.
In fact, we have not had any success in finding any examples
of media research (with the Norwegian-Russian, in certain
areas, an exception) that is positive of the coverage of Russia
by the Western media.

A number of young Russians are patriotic about their

country and its ancient culture. They see recent years

as a budding rehabilitation of the great Russia of 

earlier, and they are not reluctant to display it.

(Photo: Hauke Dressler, Polfoto)
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4.0 
Framing, when Russia is in focus 
internationally

As an element in the research behind the report The Co-
verage of Russia by the Danish Media we 
reviewed the media coverage of 10 large

threshold/growth nations globally in week 9 in 2015; 
including Russia. There was content in the nine national 
dailies: Berlingske, BT, Børsen, Ekstra Bladet, Information,
Jyllands-Posten, Kristeligt Dagblad, Politiken and Weekend-
avisen and 13 news sites from trend-setting Danish media
houses: b.dk, bt.dk, business.dk, børsen.dk, ekstrabladet.dk,
finans.dk, information.dk, jp.dk, kristeligt-dagblad.dk, 
politiken.dk, politiko.dk, mx.dk, and weekendavisen.dk. The
reviews consisted of both quantitative measurements and 
qualitative analyses based on framing analysis and text 
reading. Which discourses dominated in the coverage of 
different countries?

Russia filled a lot of space in the Danish news media 
in week 9 in 2015. Three of the week’s most significant 
international stories had Russia as the central actor: The 
conflict in Ukraine, despite a two-week ceasefire, continued
to present skirmishes and bombing attacks. A Russian 
opposition politician and Putin critic, Boris Nemtsov, was
murdered in the street in Moscow, and there was turmoil
around the Russian supply of gas to Ukraine and, as a 
consequence, also to the rest of Europe. The last mentioned,
occurred at the same time as the EU presented plans for a new
major energy union.

In the days from February 23rd to March 1st 2015, Russia
was in focus internationally, particularly the murder of Boris
Nemtsov which led to a stream of events in Moscow, for
example, demonstrations, and a flow of breaking news.

In the article, Putin – not one of our own, Henrik Berggreen
from the Danish School of Media and Journalism, (DMJX)
cast a critical eye on the Russia material in the given week.

The following is a summary of his article. He identified 140
articles in the nine dailies and 13 online newpapers, that were
relevant in form and content. Berggreen employed 
recognised research methods such as ”Robert Entmans 
concept on framing and rhetoric’s topical theory, as described
by Jonas Gabrielsen” (p. 50). 

Henrik Berggreen summarised the purpose of using 
framing as an analytical concept with a quote by Professor,
Stig Hjarvard, ”The framing concept has proved to be useful
in illuminating how journalistic factual texts such as news
and reports do not only report reality but encompass a series
of semantic choices that allocate meaning to the event. 
(Hjarvard, 2015: 105)”, (p. 50).

4.1 Criticism and nuances in the articles 
on Russia and Putin
Two thirds of the selected articles in week 9 in 2015 were
characterised by Henrik Berggreen as journalistic articles
constructed according to the conventions for news journalism
and the pursuit of objectivity. The last third of the coverage
was defined as a mix of opinion pieces and nuanced features,
and there were clear differences between how the motives of
Russia and those in power appeared in the three different
forms of journalism. 

In the texts, news and other forms of reflective journalism,
the most frequent causes of Russia’s actions appeared as:  

”Generally, the articles are not explicit about why 
Russia and Putin act as the articles claim. They state,
for example, that it is because of “geopolitical and
economic” considerations, but this is not explained in
depth. Domestic propaganda and the suppression of
criticism of the president and the government can be
explained as instruments to preserve power and ensure
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support of the foreign policy line” (p. 52).
In relation to the moral assessments, Henrik Berggreen,

summarised the journalistic articles: 
”Implicitly, they condemn Russian actions: 
Aggression, violence, murder, propaganda that leads
to violence, are, in a Danish context, negative. 
Explicitly, the articles talk about Putin, and the 
Russian regime, lying, acting covertly, and having a
hidden agenda. All, morally problematic” (p. 52).

In relation to the opinion pieces such as editorials, debate
items, and commentaries, the ”majority are strongly critical
of Vladimir Putin and the Russian government” (p. 53). 
A broad perception in the opinion-based element of the 
journalism is that the causes of the current relations between
Russia and the West are: 

”The Russian urge to expand – explained as almost an
element of the Russian nature. The problem Western
leaders have with handling Vladimir Putin is 
explained by the Russian president not thinking 
rationally in a Western sense, and that is difficult for
us to understand and handle” (p. 54).

In relation to a moral assessment, ”there lies a negative
assessment in the description of the inherent expansion urge
and Russian policies being described as non-rational” (p. 54).

In the week analysed however, two debate items appeared
in Berlinske with positive opinions on Russia and the coun-
try’s leader and motives. In the opinion of the two writers,
“Politicians in the EU are using the Ukraine crisis to construct
an image of Russia as an enemy, though it is prosecuting 
completely legitimate national interests in Ukraine” (p. 53). 

According to the positive debaters, the causes are: 
”The EU, as a supranational organ, is falling apart,
which is completely natural because the ’real Europe
is the Europe of nations, and the Europe of nations is

the EU’s declared antithesis’. Therefore, EU friendly
politicians need an enemy image, ’so the atrophying
EU ties can be re-established’” (p. 54).

In several reports in the national dailies, different views
and information were presented. They were written by 
correspondents dispatched by the editors and put forward ”a
more nuanced framing than many of the news articles in the
period surveyed” (p. 53)

”With help from Putin’s machine-guns”, (Information, 27
February 2015) was a report from the Crimea conflict in
which a series of citizens stated their positive view of 
Crimea’s annexation by Russia.

Two reports in Jyllands-Posten were also nuanced. One:
”A salvo into the back of Russian democracy on the 
Kremlin’s doorstep” (March 1st 2015) was a report from 
Moscow written 12 hours after the murder of opposition 
politician, Boris Nemtsov: 

”The article repeats the accusations that the murder was
ordered by the Kremlin, but it also sows doubt on how
solid the claim was. The article also puts forward a theory
that a general hate campaign against the opposition,
among other things, in electronic media, could have been
what, in the end, created the breeding ground for
someone committing murder” (p. 55).

Overall, the journalistic media coverage of Russia, in
week 9 2015 was, according to Henrik Bergreen’s analyses,
generally critical and negative of Russia and President Putin,
but there were exceptions, especially in the comments and 
reports that gave ”readers grounds for reflection  over the
complexity of the relations mentioned” (p. 55).

4.2 Nomenclature with a negative angle
Another method of investigating angles, and frames in the
news media’s discussions of Russia and President Putin, is
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by listing the specific meaningful words used in the 
articles.

Henrik Berggreen describes the method as follows: 
”I would consider words and expressions in a rhetorical
optic from the term topic, which can focus, among
other things, on how the sender names an aspect of
reality – in this case, the Russian regime and Vladimir
Putin”.

He continues: 
”Naming is thus never neutral. It is, as the Danish
topic researcher, Jonas Gabrielsen says, ’always a
value-laden and seductive activity. It pivots on the fact

that when one names a thing, one simultaneously 
emphasises selected aspects of the thing, and that 
naming is thus favouring one among several possible
views of the thing. Naming is thus, selecting the angle
from which a thing, situation, or issue is opened and
understood’ (Gabrielsen, 2001: 4-5)” (p. 55).

In the following (abbreviated) version of a topic-table
from rhetoric, the words listed on the left are those associated
with the Russians regime in the articles analysed while those
to the right are those suggested by Henrik Berggreen as words
and expressions that are thus implicitly disassociated from
the Russian regime (p. 56).

Aggression

Autoritarian

Accuse

Breaks agreements

Dictatorship

Fantasist

Feared

Critics killed

Lies

Regime

Misinterprets

Threatens European consumers

Historic constant expansion

Sniper

Like Hitler in the 30s

Words and expression explicitly 
associated with Russia and Putin

Reduces conflict

Anti-authoritarian

Accused

Respects agreements

Democracy

Realist

Loved

Critics participate in open debate

Tells the truth

Government

Correctly interprets

Benefits European consumers

Respects the sovereignty of neighbours

Fights in the open

Human nation, wanting peace

Words and expressions implicitly 
disassociated with Russia and Putin
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Henrik Berggreen concludes:
”It is apparent, seen from an ordinary and, for that fact,
Western doxa-widespread truths, prejudices, 
convictions, and attitudes (Rosengren, 1998) – 
assessment of a regime associated with words and 
expressions in the left column, will generally be seen
to be less positive than those regimes associated with
words and expressions in the right columns” (p. 55).

The framing analysis also illustrates that the pictures 
of Russia in the media ”are not just a reflection, but an 
interpretation and a selection, and these are generally 
determined by the dominant narrative” (p. 111).

This example from the report Mediernes (nye) verdens-
billeder from the Danish research into the Danish news 
media’s coverage of Russia, has used analytical tools from
the rhetoric toolbox. This framing approach, produced, in
2015, almost the same results as the foreign media research
into the Russia coverage in other countries, i.e. that the Russia
material was negative, ideologically coloured in its angling,
and low in different angles of view. Power metaphors were
frequently employed that could generate associations of fear
in the readers.
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5.0 
Russia in a Western perspective or …?

In the given week in 2015, we identified 243 articles in
nine major national dailies: Berlingske, BT, Børsen, 
Ekstra Bladet, Information, Jyllands-Posten, Kristeligt

Dagblad, Politiken and Weekendavisen, and the 13 news
sites: b.dk, bt.dk, business.dk, børsen.dk, ekstrabladet.dk, 
finans.dk, information.dk, jp.dk, kristeligt-dagblad.dk, 
politiken.dk, politiko.dk, mx.dk and weekendavisen.dk,
where Russia played a central role. 

With the article, Domesticeret, platformsafhængig dæk-
ning? in the research report  Mediernes (nye) verdensbilleder
Kresten Roland Johansen presented the results of a new 
quantitative survey of in week 9 of the media coverage of the
10 major threshold/growth countries in the world, for 
example, China, India, Brazil and Russia. In total, there were
543 articles, and of them, Russia material constituted 243 
articles. Russia took up a lot of space in the media that week.

In the research article, Roland Johansen also reflected in
more depth on what the survey revealed. How could one 
interpret the patterns that, in several areas, could be qualita-
tively identified. 

In the foreign material, it is often proved by the media 
research, for example, in Global Climate – local journalisms
(Eide et al, 2010), that the countries covered, and events in
the East and South, are often seen from a Western perspective.
Also, that the so-called domestication in the media coverage
has stood in the way of a media picture that is more nuanced
and that strives to describe countries on their own terms; on
their own economic, cultural and historical conditions. By 
domestication is meant that the journalist or editor has 
overlaid a national framework of understanding on a non-
national event, either in the form of a Danish angle, as in this
case, a Danish perspective, or through the excessive use of
Danish sources.

On the other hand, there is agreement that the use of 
domestic devices can create proximity, relevance, and 
significance in foreign material. How can the Russia coverage
be characterised seen in this area of tension? Which subjects
and sources were most frequently mentioned and used in
week 9 in 2015? Was the material seen from a Western 
perspective? If not, then what?

The following section will re-cycle central points from
Roland Johansen’s study in combination with new counting
of what precisely the case was with the Russia material in the
given material in 2015. The new data run behind this section
was also undertaken by Kresten Roland Johansen.

5.1 News journalism with the weight on conflict
The journalism genres reflected; news, background articles
and notes constituted the great majority of the total number
of journalistic units. There were many fewer comments and
readers’ letters in print newspaper. 

Much of the news material on Russia was provided by the
news agencies, particularly Ritzau. It was written and edited
for publication by their own journalists home in Denmark.
Only a small part of the Russia material was provided by 
reporters on location – foreign correspondents and dispatched
staff writers, sometimes experts on Eastern Europe, other
times reporters that were dispatched to various places when
something new blew up, without them having any deep
knowledge of the area (parachute journalism). 

The explicit opinion conveying genres of journalism:
comment, and editorials, constituted only a small part of the
material, this means that attitudes, frames and 
discourse were not explicitly articulated by the writers – they
emerged more indirectly.
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GENRE WEB PRINT

News 49% 14%

In-depth news article, background 22% 17%

Notes 11% 25%

Comments, columns, analysis 6% 6%

Reports, features – actual events 3% 6%

Interview 3% 0%

Portraits 2% 4%

Readers’ letters, debate (from outside) 1% 15%

Other genres 1% 1%

Reports, features – not linked to actual event 1% 2%

Editorials 1% 6%

Critically investigative 0% 0%

Front page references 0% 4% 

COPYRIGHT WEB PRINT

News agencies 45% 31%

Own journalist (not foreign correspondent) 36% 31%

Correspondent 8% 13%

Other media 6% 6%

Unclear, not stated 5% 14%

Own foreign correspondent 2% 5%

Social media 0% 0%

Report, press announcement 0% 0%

SUBJECT WEB PRINT

War, civil war, terror 64% 43%

National politics in Russia 35% 10%

International politics 30% 37%

Energy, oil 17% 14%

History 15% 19%

Crime 6% 19%

Markets, import, export, goods 6% 5%

Ordinary people 6% 5%

Russia coverage – analysis of one week’s coverage in February 2015



SUBJECT , continued WEB PRINT

Economics, finance, currency 5% 7%

Companies, sector, commerce 3% 4%

Social conditions, poverty 3% 6%

Nature, environment, climate 2% 1%

Growth 2% 0%

Other 2% 5%

Refugees, migration 1% 0%

Natural disasters, accidents 1% 1%

IT, mobile, digital 1% 0%

Corruption 1% 25%

Denmark (explicit Danish history with reference) 1% 0%

Development aid 0% 0%

Culture, lifestyle, modern urban life 0% 6%

Sport 0% 1%

Tourism, travel material 0% 2%

Household names (not politicians) 0% 19%

Health 0% 0% 
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In week 9 in 2015, Russia coverage was predominantly
through subjects such as war, national and international 
politics, and oil. The news criterion, conflict, was very 
frequently employed. In the light of the fact that the eye-
witness genres; reports and feature, only constituted a small
part of the material, and that subjects such as social relations,
ordinary people, culture, lifestyle and modern urban life was
also seldom in the articles, it can be concluded that it was ‘the
hard themes’ that the media picture of Russia was formed by.
The material was principally about war and civil war, 
negotiations, the struggle for power and influence between
states, confrontation between the leaders of the East and West,
and energy supply. The ‘soft material’ about people, culture
and Russian society, and locations outside the inner circles of
power, were given a very low priority, statistically, by the
news editors.

5.2 From where is Russia viewed 
– the sources and their positions?
Kresten Roland Johansen concluded in his article,  Domesti-
ceret, platformsafhængig dækning? that: 

“The massive use of Danish sources could be a sign
of domestication (Eide et al, 2010). However, we
have not been able to find this in the articles analysed.
Only 18 per cent of the articles used one or more 
Danish sources. (Several articles employed Danish
sources, but often without that resulting in a Danish
perspective” (p. 42).

It was not the fact that a source was Danish that in the
great majority of cases triggered a journalistic decision to
include and quote a source in an article on Russia. So, what
was it then?
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ORAL SOURCES WEB PRINT

President, minister, head of government 22% 17%

Experts, researchers, economists, think tanks 15% 21%

Other politicians 15% 12%

Journalists (in role of expert) 6% 0%

Business people 6% 4%

Police 6% 2%

Ordinary people 5% 7%

Authorities, ambassadors 4% 5%

NGO, interest organisations 2% 2%

Military 1% 0%

Artists, cultural figures 1% 0%

Sports people 0% 0%

Travellers, travel arrangers 0% 0% 

Others 2% 2%

WRITTEN SOURCES WEB PRINT

News agencies 28% 6%

Other media 25% 12%

Authorities, ambassadors 10% 11%

Præsident, minister, heads of government 9% 5%

Other politicians 4% 5%

Police 4% 0%

Experts, researchers, economists, think-tanks 3% 2%

Military 2% 2%

Journalists (in role of expert) 2% 2%

NGO, interest organisations 1% 0%

Ordinary people 1% 1%

Travels, travel arrangers 1% 0%

Own media 1% 0%

Business people 0% 1%

Artists, cultural figures 0% 0%

Sports people 0% 0%

Others 1% 0%
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DANISH ANGLE WEB PRINT

No 93% 89%

Yes 7% 11%

Total 100% 100%

Looking at the patterns in the oral and written sources 
employed in the mapped Russia coverage, it is very clear that
it was the top of Russian society in politics and economics
that were most frequently quoted. Professional sources, such
as university experts, major enterprises, and think tanks, were
often regularly employed. 

The military and military personnel who occasionally
were at the front of the confrontations were seldom included,

though they were very probably also difficult to get close to.
Few news editors undertook investigative journalism in 
Russian, Crimea, and Ukraine, but it did occur. 

5.3 Domestication and the Danish angle 
in the Russia material
Only around 10 per cent of the Russia material had a Danish
angle in week 9 in 2015.

A concluding passage from Roland Johansen’s article on
the Russia coverage, presents examples in several articles of
how Russia in explicitly presented as antagonistic to the EU
and the West.

This applies, for example to ”Putins power play in 
Europe”, (Børsen, February 27th), ”The triumph of the lie in
Putin’s global politics” (Børsen, February 27th), ”Kremlin 
advisor: The West has started a misinformation world war”,
(Jyllands-Posten, February 25th), ”Russia threatens Ukraine
and Europe by closing down the supply of gas” (Informa-
tion/Ritzau, February 25th).

“A clear East-West perspective can be clearly seen here,
both in relation to security policy aspects and in relation
to energy and gas. There are however, many more articles 
exclusively about Russia or with an East-East perspective,

for example, Russia versus Ukraine/Crimea, the 
references to the election in Estonia and how the election
is being influenced by the war in Ukraine. These stories
are clearly significant to us for security and energy policy
reasons, but they have no explicit Danish and Western
angle” (p.40).
The empirical investigation of Russia coverage in 

February 2015, and the associated reflections, pulled in the
same direction, as demonstrated by the patterns in the 
material. The Danish news media’s coverage of Russia was
not, generally, domesticated and given a Danish angle. Nor
did we find that a Western angle was employed to create 
proximity and relevance in the stories, because, as Roland 
Johansen concluded: “It is rare that the articles are angled 
directly on the consequences for the West” (p. 42). 
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6.0 
More critical questions on the Russia 
coverage – new analyses in 2015 and 2016

Our earlier survey, described above, and published
earlier, of the Danish media’s Russia material in 
February 2015, together with relevant examples of

foreign media research in the US, European, and Norwegian
media’s coverage of Russia, characterises the 
Western news media in the same way generally, with 
relatively identical frames: It is a negative and occasionally
stereotypical Russia picture that is presented, with a focus on
crisis and war. The Russia coverage is focussed on power and
conflict. The West in white, visionary, and with good 
humanistic values, Russia is dark, and the Russians are old-
fashioned and belligerent. The country is portrayed in the
news media as a society on its way towards autocracy, with a
threatening President at its head. An aggressive Russia, which
again is on its way to becoming an opponent, or even an
enemy, that we are at war with, but without actual combat. 

The editorial writers of the elite US newspapers, were 
criticised in the American research article The Dark Double,
for consistently seeing the new Russia in a neo-Soviet light
that blinded them to new features of Russia and President
Putin anno 2016. To a significant extent, the US editorials
were directed by a meta-narrative that characterised Russia
as an inferior society.

In the analysis of the Norwegian media’s Russia picture,
however, two Russian researchers identified digressions from
the adversarial ’them-and-us scenario’. In several instances,
the Norwegian media has presented Vladimir Putin as an 
effective and strong leader who is successfully fighting for
legitimate major Russian interests. According to some of the
Norwegian news articles, Western leaders are weak, and 
impoverished regarding new initiatives.

The media researchers’ criticism is not directed at Russia’s
actions on the international stage – it does not take a position

on this – but against the coverage by the Western media of
Russia. Overall, the research is particularly critical of the 
editors’ handling of the important societal task of giving 
readers and clickers illuminating, interesting, and credible
descriptions of Russia, its motives, and its large139 million
population spread over an enormous land area, 400 times 
larger than Denmark. 

This almost identical criticism from researchers in several
countries and from our own surveys has led to the following
four new questions which will be illuminated in the following
section through new analyses of the Russia coverage in 
November and December 2015 in eight selected dailies and
the online/web newspapers. 

The Russia coverage in 2016 will be examined in four
current cases: The Russia material in a randomly selected
month in spring 2016. The news media’s coverage of a NATO
summit in Warsaw in July, the exclusion of Russian athletes
from the Rio Olympics in July and August, and the election
to the Duma in September 2016. Each of these analyses will
be concluded with a thematised summary.

The four questions for these new analyses are as follows:
• Is there a deficit in the media coverage of Russian
politics and culture on their own terms? A deficit in
relation to understanding how the people in power 
undertake the interests of Russia as a great power?

• Is there a deficit in the media’s coverage of all of
Russian society, and all of its large population? Also,
those Russians that do not participate in the power
game who are not oligarchs, or who are not highly 
corrupt?
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• Is Russia covered through antonyms, ’them and us’,
and in such a way that extreme Russian acts and rabid
statements often constitute one side of a pair of 
opposites? Has it gone so far that there is talk of 
Russophobia being in play?

• Is Russia personified consistently by Putin and, if so,
what are the consequences? Is there a demonization
of Vladimir Putin?

The murder of the Russian opposition politician, Boris Nemtsov, on February 27th 2015 near Red Square, generated anger in Russia

and led to demonstrations and shows of emotion at his funeral. In Russia, there is a political opposition and a critical public including

a number of independent media and commentators, but they are under massive pressure.

(Photo: Sergei Bobylev, ITAR-TASS/Polfoto)
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7.0 
New news, correspondents and 
voices in the Russia coverage

In the month from November 11 th to December 10th
2015, several dramatic events occurred that put Russia
and the country’s international relations in focus in global

news streams. 
The acts of terror in Paris, on November 13th, strengt-

hened the ties between France and Russia as, at the initiative
of President Francois Hollande, an alliance was established
to fight terror and IS. Russia had shortly before been struck
by a terrorist bomb on a Russian passenger plane over the
Sinai Peninsula, with many deaths and, for which, IS quickly
took responsibility.

Turkey shot down a Russian fighter close to its southern
border with Syria, and the rhetoric rapidly turned acrimonious
and confrontational, from both sides. According to Ekstra
Bladet, ”Pilot in parachute shot to death from the ground”
(Ekstra Bladet, November 25th). The source of this dramatic
information was the French news agency AFP. The Russian
fighter had briefly violated Turkish airspace, and this led, 
according to Thomas Heine, Politiken’s correspondent in 
Moscow, to the “term 17 seconds – the time that the Russian
plane, according to Ankara, was in Turkish airspace – has 
become a popular hashtag among Russians on social media”
(Politiken, November 26th).

The conflict was however quickly encapsulated to a 
dispute between Russia and Turkey; NATO was not involved.
The new alliance between Russia and France was also pre-
served, and barely six months later, on  August 9th 2016, the
Turkish president, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, flew to Saint 
Petersburg, where he met President Putin, among others, to
apologise for the downing of the Russian plane. 

In October 2015, a number of high tension pylons and 
cables in south-eastern Ukraine were blown to pieces in what
proved to be sabotage. The electrical cables supplied power

to the Russian annexed Crimea, and the sabotage plunged the
peninsula into darkness and closed public institutions. The
work in the Ukraine of repairing the cables, according to 
various media, went very slowly.

On the political front, there was “NATO ready to invite
Montenegro in from the cold” (Berlingske, November 30th)
and “NATO invites Montenegro in from the cold despite  
Russian opposition” (Politiken, December 2nd).  NATO has
not admitted new members since 2009, when Croatia and Al-
bania were admitted into the alliance. The small Balkan state, 
Montenegro, was on the agenda at a NATO foreign minister
meeting in Brussels, which resulted in an invitation being 
issued to negotiate becoming the 29th member of the alliance.
Montenegro was not part of the old Soviet Union, but had
been part of the earlier, socialist, Yugoslavia. Nonetheless,
Russia was clearly against NATO membership for Montenegro. 

Regarding the Arctic, the headlines were more about 
peaceful co-existence than challenge and confrontation,
“Peace is strong in the Arctic”, and the article continued,
”Cooperation. Apart from a few sceptics, most scientists 
believe that the Arctic will remain free of global conflict. But
NATO ought to re-instigate exercises in Iceland and Northern
Norway, in the opinion of a Danish rear-admiral” 
(Berlingske, November 13th).

Further in the category of articles that could be referred
to as ‘the new threats’, an American fleet chief, Frederick J.
Roegge, drew attention with the following, “USA: Russia can
close down the internet over the whole world” (b.dk, 
October 26th). This information had been gathered by the Ber-
lingske news agency BNB (now closed) from The New York
Times, which stated that US intelligence services and military 
sources were concerned that Russian submarines and spy
ships, were sailing worryingly close to the ocean cables that
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carry almost all the international internet traffic, “There is a
fear that Russia will destroy the cables and cut all internet
connections in the whole world if the countries end in 
conflict”. 

In the 30 days from November 11th to December 10th
2015, there were 676 articles in print and 1309 items on the
web, that mentioned Russia. These appeared in the Danish
dailies: Berlingske, Politiken, Jyllands-Posten, Ekstra Bladet,
BT, Kristeligt dagblad, Børsen, Information, MetroXpress,  
Nordjyske Stiftstidende, Aarhus Stiftstidende, Jydske 
Vestkysten, Fyns Stiftstidende and Sjællandske Tidende.

The web newspapers were: dr.dk, tv2.dk, eb.dk, bt.dk,
b.dk, politiken.dk, jp.dk, kd.dk, information.dk, borsen.dk,
business.dk, finans.borsen.dk, finans.dk, mediemarked.dk, JP
Premium, mediemarked.borsen.dk, mx.dk, beep.tv2.dk,
go.tv2.dk, politik.tv2.dk.

The many articles and items in print and on the web 
encompassed everything from major background articles that
only dealt with Russia and Russians to sports results, and to
single word references to the country.

We selected 30 texts from the papers and web to an 
interpretive reading of the articles that had greatest relevance,
according to Infomedia’s relevance criteria.

7.1 Russia as a ”hindrance”
The media picture of Russia, in these 30 days in 2015, was
created via a generally reflective, essential journalism, where
curiosity was very rare. However, Russia gifted a puppy to
France after the loss of an explosives detection dog and this
was covered by several of the major media, (tv2.dk, 
December 8th and bt.dk, December 9 th). The majority of the 
material described Russia in an international perspective, both
from the East and the West.

A cross-sectional reading of the selected articles from the
dailies gave an overall media picture in which Vladimir Putin
was not in the centre; not in the columns, nor front page 
references, or in the text. It was, instead, Russia and the 
Russians that were mentioned and not, to any great extent,
the president. The references were in a choice of words, and
a rhetoric that was mainly subdued.

This was however not the case in some of the web articles.
Here Putin personified Russia much more often, especially
in the headings. 

Even though, in November/December 2015 there was in
no way an explicit depiction of Russia in the media as an
enemy, there was, nevertheless, an East-West, ‘them and us’
dichotomy at play in the articles. The Danish foreign minister,
Kristian Jensen, was quoted as stating, ”NATO expansion is
no business of Russia”, and he continued, ”Russia is a hind-
rance in international politics…Russia has no role in creating
anything at all. Russia’s role is to hinder processes” 
(Kristeligt Dagblad, December 2nd). 

The media occasionally made themselves available for
such bitingly categorical statements.

7.2 More nuances and different sources
When the foreign correspondents in Russia were at play in
the columns and on the web pages, there regularly appeared
several interesting things in the texts. Poul Funder Larsen,
Jyllands-Posten, Thomas Heine, Politiken og Simon Kruse,
Berlingske, were (all) stationed in Moscow in a sort of 
reporter assignment, which in recent decades has been 
drastically cut back. They were, and are, deployed eye-
witnesses and analysts. 

Breaking news will always quickly find its way to the 
editors via the news agencies and social media. Correspon-
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dents must provide more background, perspective, presence,
and a different view of the society in which they are stationed,
based both on established and other sources. Additionally,
they increasingly need to be able to deliver ’live’ to the 
websites, and visual documentation in the form of video and
photographs.

For example, correspondent, Simon Kruse Rasmussen’s
article on, ”Fiery energy war blacks  out Crimea” 
(Berlingske, November 24th). Kruse wrote the article in a mix
of present and past tenses with the regular use of active verbs
and a theatrical phraseology, even though it was a fairly long
process he unfolded, ”Ukrainian saboteurs switch off the
lights for almost two million people in the Crimean peninsula.
The Ukrainian government is threatening to make the 
interruption permanent”, and ”sabotage has replaced tanks
and howitzers as weapons in the conflict in … now it looks
like a war of necessities”. 

Kruse Rasmussen’s article was written from ”Moscow”.
The repertoire of sources indicate that the content was 
researched via a combination of the internet, social media,
one news agency, and one interview. Kruse Rasmussen based
the article and a form of presence in the Eastern Ukraine of
the present, on ”a video recording from the Ukrainian police”.
Ukraine’s interior minister, Arsen Avakov, was quoted in the
present tense, ”says”. The statement was sourced from the
Ukrainian news agency, Unian. The leader of ”the Crimea-
Tartar World Congress, Refat Tjubarov” was quoted on the
basis of Facebook. Berlingske itself, contacted the Ukrainian
political commentator, Vladimir Fesenko, for an assessment,
and he was also quoted in the present tense.

Poul Funder Larsen from Jyllands-Posten also described
the Russia-Ukraine conflict as follows, ”Bitter dispute 
between neighbours escalates by the day” (Jyllands-Posten,

November 27th). Here, the dispute on the electricity supply
to Crimea was also drawn in, but the conflict was widened
with the issue of Russia’s gas supply to Ukraine (and Europe). 

Funder Larsen’s article began with, ”Moscow/Kiev. Night
train no. 23, from Moscow’s Kiev station to the Ukrainian 
capital is at capacity”. The detail of the night train’s designation
is important as it immediately establishes the reporter’s 
presence. The source of the first part of this background 
article, that started with the reportage-like scenic elements,
was a co-passenger, ”Igor Kostjenko, a Ukrainian who works
for an international IT firm with its regional headquarters in
Moscow”. For the understanding of the readers, Funder 
Larsen, stated that, ”since October 25th, there have been no 
direct flights between the two countries which, despite the
political tensions….continue to have extended economic 
connections”, ”this makes life difficult for businesses in our
two countries, sighs the Ukrainian IT manager”, again in the
present tense.,

The other important sources in the article were, ”the
media in Moscow and Kiev”, ”Russian media” and the news
agency, Interfax-Ukraine, from where Funder Larsen retrieved
a number of quotes from the Ukrainian prime minister, 
Arsenij Jatsenjuk. 

The article in Jyllands-Posten was an example of a foreign
correspondent article which employed more traditional 
foreign sources, such as, for example, the dominant media in
the countries being covered, and random civilians. The 
national news agencies were used for quotes from elite 
sources and those in power.

The foreign correspondent, Thomas Heine, illuminated,
for Politiken, the conflict between Russia and Turkey after
the shooting down of the Russian fighter. Inevitably, the war
in Syria, had to be drawn in, and France came to play a central
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Russia’s annexation of the Crimea peninsula in February 2014 was undertaken with a massive, military force, but went peacefully.

Russian superiority was enormous. Before the Russian troops arrived in Crimea, the pro-Russian Ukrainian militia had occupied 

the airbase, Belbek, outside the capital, Sebastopol. Pro-Russian Crimean citizens gave the military water and food through the 

perimeter fence.

(Photo: Peter Hove Olesen/Polfoto)

role in the article, “Turkey is the villain, France the hero”,
(November 26th). This article also began theatrically, but in
the past, somewhere in Moscow, “Simultaneous with around
50 activists yesterday throwing eggs, stones and paint at the 
Turkish embassy in Moscow, other Russians laid fresh 
bouquets on top of the large, partially snow-covered, mass of
flowers outside the French embassy, just under 4 kilometres
away”.

The article provided an overview of what was happening
around, and after, the dramatic event of the Turks shooting
down a Russian fighter. According to the Russian foreign 
minister, Sergej Lavrov, it was, ”’A well-considered and 

planned action’… despite Turkey’s assurances to the 
contrary”. In addition, he, ”more than implied that the USA
could have been complicit in the decision to shoot down the
Russian plane”.

After this episode, the pattern of alliances changed, and
Turkey became, ”Russia’s new object of hate”, despite the
country, just a few months before, being ”a strategic partner”.
With France, it was the opposite story. There was new 
common agreement between Russia and France on fighting
IS in Syria together.

The sources in Thomas Heine’s overview were generally
unstated. For the reader, it was unclear whether he had been
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on location at the embassy or he had seen the events at the
Turkish embassy on Russian TV or on the social media. He
referred to the foreign minister from a ”press meeting” but if
he had been present or where the press report on the meeting
came from, was not stated. Other sources were just as lacking
in specifics, ”Campaigns are running on the Russian social
media” and ”Russia’s state-controlled media”. Only the Wall
Street Journal was given as a named source.

The article concluded as it started, theatrically, and 
continued in the past tense: 

”In front of the French embassy in Moscow, book-
keeper, Svetlana Duritskaja, 55, had not given up
hope. She stood for a long time yesterday, looking at
the mountain of flowers, before she laid her own small
bouquet of red tulips and lit a candle. ’Are we not all
against Islamic State? It must be possible to agree so
that this monster disappears from the face of the
earth’, she said”.

7.3 Voices in the Russia coverage
The correspondents’ articles provided a breadth in the use of
primary and secondary sources that led to different voices
being heard; mixed with the traditional sources from the po-
wers-that-be.

In several instances, it was ordinary people that were used
to comment and illustrate the consequences of the major 
political events. 

In Russia, there is no direct access to official sources, and
certainly not in the same way as in the Nordic countries. 
Consequently, journalism from, and about Russia, must find
other sources. With the internet, the masses of new facts and
opinion-based homepages, and with the lighting fast news
flows on Twitter and YouTube, together with the more 
subjective and lifestyle influenced content from Facebook,
foreign journalists have now been given access to different
types of source than earlier. Foreign correspondents’ reports
from the countries they are stationed in, are often examples
of a different use of sources which, for example, Simon Kruse
Rasmussen has displayed in practice. In the more successful
texts and videos from Russia, this gives the journalistic 
content an authenticity, and depth, that is culturally sensitive
– and close to the Russian reality.
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1) According to our study in Mediernes (nye) verdensbilleder,
the coverage of Russia by the Danish news media’ is clearly
different than that of China, India and Brazil, for example.
What is it, in key points, that makes Russia so different?

”I consider that the coverage of Russia follows the same
principles of significance, fairness and attempted objectivity,
as the coverage of the rest of the world.

For the foreseeable future, developments in Russia 
are more important for the world and for Denmark than 
developments in India and Brazil. Consequently, as far as I
can see, it is natural that Russia receives closer coverage in
the Danish media. Developments in China are just as important,
and my guess is that the coverage of China, seen over a little
longer period, has been just as comprehensive as the coverage
of Russia. If there has been greater focus on Russia in the past
few years, this is due to the location of two of the most 
important news stories, i.e. Ukraine and Syria. Additionally,
Russia is closer; it is 7200 km from Beijing to Copenhagen,
and 300 km from Kaliningrad to Bornholm”.

2) As a reader, one experiences a deficit in the coverage of
all of this huge country and lack descriptions of important
societal factors such as farming, sustainability, climate,
transport, education and culture. Do you agree that this 
deficit exists? If so, what might be the reason?

”I agree that in the coverage of Russia there is greater
focus on foreign, security, and internal politics – or on ’power
and confrontation’ if one will – than on farming, climate and
transport. I consider that natural if one considers that the most
important developments in the country in recent years have
been in these areas.

1. Russia’s annexation of Crimea and support of 
separatists in eastern Ukraine with the consequent cooling in
the relationship between the West and Russia.

2. The gradual weakening of the political opposition and
the Russian civil society.

3. Russia’s involvement in the war in Syria and increased
activity in the Middle East generally.

However, I consider that the other areas are also covered,
for example, there is a not inconsiderable coverage of Russian
culture. But more could, and perhaps should, be done, and
done better; the ambition must be to give a broad picture of
the situation in Russia. If this is not adequately done it is the
fault of the correspondents limited capacity and the desire of
the newspapers for geographical spread in the overall foreign
coverage. When such major and important foreign and 
internal political events occur, as has been the case in Russia
in recent years, it can be difficult to find the time and space
to also cover the other areas”. 

3) In the Russia coverage, Vladimir Putin often personifies
the society as a whole, and all of its actions. He is presented
as an autocrat who exercises absolute power in a societal
vacuum. We have not found a corresponding pattern in the
coverage of other autocratic countries for example China.
What might be the reason for this? 

”Putin’s regime is authoritarian, but he does not exercise
’absolute power in a societal vacuum’. I find it difficult to see
that the Danish media coverage of Russia should present such
an impression. We constantly draw attention to his popularity.
At the same time, it is a fact that all the major domestic and
foreign policy decisions are taken by Putin. Yes, Russia has
a parliament, but, whether in its new or old structure, it could

Q&A 1:
Moscow correspondent, 
Thomas Heine, Politiken 
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not dream of adopting legislation that had not been cleared
by the Kremlin. To describe it as a normal, legislative assembly,
a la Folketinget (the Danish parliament), would be to mislead
readers.

Xi Jinping does not personify China to the same degree
because the Chinese leadership is more collective. Conversely,
the media coverage of North Korea, for example, is probably
even more marked by personification than the coverage 
of Russia, precisely because Kim Jong-un has such great 
personal power”.

4) Our study indicates that it is particularly in the article 
headings and front page references that Russia is personified
with Putin. But in a number of the texts, especially those 
written by the Moscow correspondents, this personification
is less common. What might be the reason for this?

”It is not something I have wondered about. Perhaps. If it
is the case, then it is probably because of a hope that the name
’Putin’ will attract more readers than ’Russia’. If the article
is about the power of the Russian state, then, in a heading
context, I consider it completely reasonable to let the terms
Russia, Moscow, and Putin, function as synonyms”.

5) According to media researchers, framing in the news media
of Russia is critical and negative, and ideologically toned in
relation to Western values. Is it possible to cover Russia on
its own terms, on its own cultural and economic conditions?

”The coverage takes its starting point in values that, in my
eyes, are not Western, but universal. Democracy. Pluralism.
Respect for human rights. Openness. Honesty. In all of these
areas, the developments in Russia have been negative in 

recent years. At the same time, it should be clear in the cove-
rage, how Putin and Russians think, and why. We must 
meticulously ensure that we do not demonise, and always 
listen to Russian views and explanations. That is what we
strive to do, and I would claim that we are generally 
successful in the Danish media coverage, even though there
are certainly failures.

The coverage of Russia/Putin is no more critical in the
Danish media than in the independent Russian media that still
exists (and which precisely underlines the fact that Putin does
not exercise ‘absolute power in a societal vacuum’). In fact,
the converse is closer to the truth. In Russian media, such as
Novaja Gasata, Vedomosti, RBK, Slon, Novoje Vremja, the
radio channel, Ekho Moskvy, and TV channel, Dosjd, much
tougher criticism of the regime is found than is the case in the
Western media. Besides, it is often more qualified and precise
criticism because the Russian journalists know Russian 
society better, and because of the common frames of 
reference with their public, they can go into more detail than
is generally possible for the Western media”.

6) In the media coverage, a clear dichotomy can be identified;
’them and us’. Researchers however do not consider that we
are talking about the start of a new cold war. Russia is not
going to invade the Baltic States. What might be the reason
for the exclusionary ’them and us’ in the Russia coverage? 

”It is a fact that relations between Russia and the West
have deteriorated markedly; it is not something the Western
media have invented or provoked. 

There has been a gradual development where some of the
ingredients have been the Western actions in Iraq, Afghanistan,
Kosovo and Libya and the Russian military action in Georgia
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in 2008, but the tensions seriously increased after Russia’s
annexation of Crimea, and the war in Eastern Ukraine.

Whether it is a new cold war or not, is a question of 
definition. There are differing opinions on this among 
researchers, and I don’t find this discussion especially 
interesting. What’s crucial is that the relationship between the
USA/Europe and Russia today, is much more tense than was
the case in the period 1985-2014.

Does Russia have an ideology? Not anything that could
easily be suffixed with an ’ism’, but it does have a 
significantly different view of society than that which is 
predominant in the Western world. Foreign policy is about
re-establishing Russia’s pride and fighting the ’unipolar’
world controlled from Washington. This is something that a
number of other countries around the world support, and in
that way, it functions as a kind of ideology, in my opinion.

Whether Russia is considering an invasion of the Baltic
States is also something that divides researchers. Some assess
the risk to be minimal, others – not least those in the Baltic
States, but far from only there – see the risk as very real. We
try to depict this as soberly and objectively, as possible.

In addition, the West, and above all else, the USA, is much
more unilaterally negatively framed in the state-controlled
Russian media than Russia is in the Western media. And here
you will find many more articles and TV items that report 
imminent NATO attacks on Russia than claims in the Western
media about Russian plans of attack in the Baltic States. This
is not meant as ’whatabout’ism’, because we absolutely must
make greater demands to the Danish media than the Russian,
it is just to underline that the current confrontation is not 
something that the Western media have made up”. 

7) How will the Russian coverage develop in the future? 

”It would be fine with a broader coverage, both of subject
and geography. There must be more ambition. Time will tell
whether this is successful in practice”.
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8.0 
Russian material for a random month in 2016

One randomly selected spring month, in May 2016,
the Russia coverage in the dominant print and online
newspapers from the private media houses consisted

primarily of news updates and analyses, background articles,
and comment. The news, especially on the web, often drew
on Ritzau telegrams, and background articles were most often
composed by the Moscow correspondents. Those were the
three Danish staff correspondents in Moscow and at 
Weekendavisen, a Russia and Eastern Europe specialist, 
Andrey Kazankov, often located in St. Petersburg, 
(Journalisten, August 25 th 2015). DR and TV 2 had, in 2015,
no permanent correspondents in Russia, but DR had a 
journalist, Matilde Kimer, based in Denmark, who covered
Russia and Ukraine closely. 

The two foreign editors, Russia expert, Anna Libak, 
from Berlingske and Michael Jarlner, Politiken, together 
with the journalist, and Russia expert, Vibeke Sperling, 
Information, frequently appeared as Russia and Eastern 
Europe commentators in the media.

In May 2016, according to Infomedia, Russia was 
mentioned in 655 articles in the nine national print news -
papers: Berlingske, Politiken, Jyllands-Posten, Børsen, 
Information, BT. Ekstra Bladet, Weekendavisen and Kristeligt
Dagblad (inluding, for example, sports results and stock 
market information).

In the following seven major news sites on the web: 
Børsen. dk, jp.dk, b.dk, mx.dk, politiken.dk, ekstrabladet.dk
and bt.dk Russia was mentioned in 1307 items/articles 
(including, for example, sports results and stock market 
information).  In conclusion, it could be said that the Russia
coverage in May 2016 was fairly comprehensive, both in the
newspapers and on the web.

Based on Infomedia’s highest relevance criteria, 20 Russia

articles, were chosen for close reading and analysis.
There were no major breaking news events with Russia

in focus in May 2016, but a great many different subjects and
events with Russian references: Russia bombed Syria, and 
offered the Americans cooperation on bombing targets, which
the USA rejected, (Ekstra Bladet, May 21st). There was a
world championship in ice hockey and the Eurovision Song
Contest in Stockholm, which Ukraine won with a song 
critical of Russia, to the great regret of the Russians. 
(Politiken, May 16th). A few hours before the final, the 
Russian contestant was accused in the British tabloid, The
Sun, of involvement in a sex scandal, and this was reported
in BT, (bt.dk, May 14th). A total ban on Russian athletes from
the Olympics in Rio because of doping began to fill the
media. (mx.dk, May 10 th and Jyllands-Posten, May 26th).

The media’s business news also involved Russia, in the
form of several major articles on how difficult it had become
for the major, and earlier so-successful Danish companies,
such as Carlsberg, Danfoss, and Grundfos to manage on the
Russian market. (Jyllands-Posten, May 12th and 18th). For
FLSmidth, the situation was however different in spring
2016: “FLSmidth wins order worth over 1bn in Russia”,
(Børsen.dk/Ritzau, May 18th), when the group won a major
project to build a new freight terminal in the harbour 
in Taman, on the Black Sea. A business article on Russia 
building Finland’s next nuclear power station, also contributed
to the monthly Russia picture. (Politiken, May 4th).

The Nordic prime ministers, were on a joint visit to 
President Obama in Washington, and the tensions in Russia
took centre-stage at the meeting. (Berlingske, May 14th).
Russia’s role, behind the scenes, in Brexit, with the apparent
aim of destabilising the EU, was also described and analysed.
(Jyllands-Posten, May 31st). The Americans accused the 
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Russians of suffering from ”strategic paranoia”, because they
opposed the West setting up a missile defence in Eastern 
Europe. (jp.dk, May 15th). The Russian ambassador to 
Denmark, Mikhail Vanin, came forward in several of the
major Danish media and criticised Denmark for becoming 
increasingly anti-Russian. (Politiken, May 26th).

8.1 A different insight, other places
Two background articles with elements of reportage, stood
out markedly from the stream of news and other forms of
journalistic items that, in May 2016, mentioned Russia. One
was the background article, ”Settlers in the wild east will
make Russia an Asian major power” by Poul Funder Larsen.
(Jyllands-Posten, May 13th). It was written from Moscow 
without a research trip to the eastern part of Russia, under the
headline, ”Pacific region: Free land in the Russian Far East,
will reverse the negative population development in the area.
Simultaneously, the Kremlin is on a charm offensive to China
and Japan” and in the subsequent text, readers were offered
rare information and perspectives on developments in Russia
and relations with the major countries to the east, Japan and
China. (Russia has not yet formally concluded a peace deal
with Japan after World War II, because of a dispute over four
islands in the Kurils).

The article had two themes: One, a series of background
information on the situation in Eastern Siberia and the Pacific 
region where an attempt is being made to reverse the conti-
nuous depopulation by offering settlers free land with a deed.
However, this is a limited area that can apparently be difficult
to live off. This is coupled with the second theme in the 
article, that while there are major political tensions, there is
also very great potential for Russia in the relaxation of 
tensions in the East and increased trade with Japan and China.

The article concludes that: 
”It is however, uncertain whether the attempts to 
control the Russian presence in the region will succeed
in reversing the flow which currently goes from the
eastern part of Russia to the west, and not the opposite.
The Far East region can provide Russia with major 
benefits, but I doubt that it is this initiative that will
trigger them, says consultant, Dmitrij Koljakov”.

This background article is remarkable in several ways,
among them, that Vladimir Putin is allocated a totally
withdrawn role. It is not Putin, but the Kremlin, that is on a
diplomatic offensive in the East. There is no personification
of Russia with President Putin in the text.

Another remarkable article, in May 2016, was a report
with background facts from a cemetery on the outskirts of
Moscow, “Europe’s largest cemetery is a mafia battlefield”
also by Poul Funder Larsen. (Jyllands-Posten, 22 May). The
report is introduced with, ”Russia: Criminal groups’ fight for
control of a huge cemetery has cost several deaths and 
triggered an outcry in the Russian press. Funerals have 
become a criminal business worth millions in the Russian 
capital”. The correspondent had gone out to Khovanskoje 
Cemetery, ”with the rain pouring down”. Presence is thus
established. With quotes from knowledge and experience
sources, Poul Funder Larsen, related how the mafia bosses
buy burial plots for up to 100,000 roubles, for themselves and
their mafioso that fall in the battle for control of the cemetery
and the funeral business. Even around a cemetery in Moscow,
there is, according to the report in Jyllands-Posten, wide -
spread corruption by the director of the cemetery, who is now
in prison, and by the police officers who were supposed to 
maintain law by order there. The report concluded, “Even
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loyal Kremlin observers are indignant over the situation.
“The police and other authorities often work together with
organised criminal gangs on joint business. The govern-
ment must clamp down to stop the practice of authorities
openly aiding the criminals”, writes the Putin supporter
political scientist, Sergej Markov, on Facebook about the
cemetery”.
These two major articles are significant examples in the

ongoing coverage of Russia. They give a picture of other 
elements of the Russian reality than news that focusses on
power and conflict.

8.2 Russia in focus at Nordic summit in the USA
In the middle of May 2016, the five Nordic prime ministers
were gathered in Washington for a joint summit with 
the US President Obama. At that meeting, major global and
regional subjects such as climate improvements and free trade
were on the agenda, and thus (naturally) relations with Rus-
sia. In the article, ”The spectre of Russia haunts Nordic sum-
mit with US”, Berlingske’s USA correspondent, Kristian
Mouritzen, (Berlingske, May 14th), summarised what came
out of the negotiations in the White House, mainly based on
the outcome document from the summit: 

“The six nations agreed on a strong diplomatic text
which not only states that Russia is currently pursuing
an aggressive diplomatic and military offensive. It is
also an acknowledgement that the USA and the five
Nordic countries need to work more intensely to con-
tain the Russian threat. This will be undertaken not
only through diplomacy, but also by military means”.

In relation to the other major subjects on the summit
agenda:

“The text is unusual. In many ways, it is a normal 

final declaration text after a summit, where there is 
agreement on cooperating on climate improvements
and free trade and other areas where it is easy to agree
with the USA, simply because there is not so much to
disagree about”.

Regarding the final conclusion from Kristian Mouritzen,
there are probably many who would most likely disagree.
They would consider that it is easy to express disagreement
on a ’threat from the East – also military’.

And even though the Danish foreign minister, Kristian
Jensen, a number of Danish researchers, and in the summit
article, Prime Minister, Lars Løkke Rasmussen, is frequently
quoted as stating, “I don’t really think that the Nordic 
countries are threatened, as such”, Russia is still talked about,
almost ritually in the news media, as an aggressive opponent
and an enemy.

8.3 They speak in east and west
How Russia sees the threat picture emerged in several major
articles in May 2016, in which Russia and the Russians were
quoted as seeing the West as very offensive with NATO, the
EU, and the USA in a united front.

For example, in Weekendavisen, in the article, ”Cross-
border interests”, (Weekendavisen, May 20th), in which 
correspondent, Andrey Kazankov searched out ’”one of 
the leading Russian military commentators and strong 
representative of the hawk wing in the country’s security 
policy establishment, Korottjenko”. He was convinced that
”Russia is once again being threatened from the west”, ”I do
not think that they are getting ready to attack Russia. But I can
see that they are establishing an infrastructure that can be used
for aggression”.

It was also Korottjenko’s opinion, ”That the USA 
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Before he had to resign because of the Panama revelations, Iceland’s prime minister, Sigurdur Ingi Johannsson, (left) drank a toast

with Lars Løkke Rasmussen and Finland’s president, Sauli Niinisto, at the Nordic summit with President Obama in Washington. Relations

with Russia received a central position in the summit document and overshadowed other major international issues such as climate

change, free trade, and the Arctic.

(Photo: Cliff Owen, AP/Polfoto) 

orchestrated a ’coup’ in Ukraine in 2014, which forced Russia
to step in for humanitarian reasons to defend the Russian 
minority from the violent nationalists…Under these 
circumstances, Putin decided to support a referendum in 
Crimea that was held in accordance with the Ukrainian 
constitution”.

Nor should the Baltic States fear Russia, according to 
Korrottjenko, even though he bombastically concluded that: 

”Several hundred thousand Russian-speaking citizens
of Estonia and Latvia have similar rights to black 
people in the South Africa under apartheid. Despite
this, we respect the status of the Baltic States”.

The security situation between the West and Russia, was
a regularly covered subject in May 2016. In innumerable 
articles, the increased tension between Russia, and the EU,
NATO, and the USA, was talked about, implicitly and expli-
citly. For example, ”Russia has refined its methods of 
influencing public opinion” (Jyllands-Posten, May 31st), ”A
Baltic powder keg with Danish gunpowder” (Information,
May 21st) and ”Jarlner interviews ’foreign affairs scrutineer’:
”Russians will stick the knife in as far as they can” (Politiken,
May 6th).

But it was not only the contradictions, seen from the West,
that were reported. The Russian perception of East/West 
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relations, was also described in various ways, including the
use of Danish experts, ”Professor: Russia is more right 
than us” (Politiken, May 27th). And Ole Wæver, professor in
international politics at the University of Copenhagen, 
elaborated: 

”In many ways, the Russians are more right than the
West in the interpretation of what occurred in the first
20 years after the end of the cold war, up to 2010. We
treated them without respect and like the third rank
power”.
”He refers to earlier Soviet states being incorporated
into NATO, the controversial missile shield in Eastern
Europe, and the dramatic re-armament of the Baltic
and Russia’s European neighbours, which for Russia,
can only be seen as aggression”.
”The Russian territorial violations in the Baltic and
Danish airspace is just an attempt to put Russia back
on the world map, states Ole Wæver. ”But interpreting
this as Russian expansion is completely wrong”, he
says”.

Politiken’s foreign editor, Michael Jarlner, also contributed,
in May 2016, with several international analyses to give some
different types of explanations of Russia-West relations, for
example, ”Denmark and NATO playing for high stakes” 
(Politiken, May 21st) and ”The Russians are coming, the 
Russians are coming: Send more money” (Politiken, May
29th).

In the last mentioned analysis, Michael Jarlner formulated
the background to the postulate in the column thus:

”Danes are already getting ready for the new danger:
The Taksøe report, underlined Russia as a resurgent
enemy … Discourse on ‘enemy’ has begun, so citizens
– and taxpayers – can be prepared for the fact that they
will need to pay even more money for defence. Not
just for new fighter planes, but also to running costs
and perhaps, further participation in the US missile de-
fence program, which Russia had earlier warned could
make Denmark a Russian nuclear target”.

Even though none of the actors referred to believe that
Russia will attack the Baltic States or Poland, and Russian
experts have been quoted as not believing that NATO will 
invade Russian territory, politicians, commentators, and the
military, in both East and West, gladly talked up the contrasts
between Russia and the West, and the media coverage 
reflected this. The dominant discourse in May 2016, in this
type of media material on Russia, was however clear; the
enemy was once more, Russia, ”The threat from the East”. 

Besides this, the media coverage proffered to Danish 
readers and viewers, Russian perceptions of the history and
reasons for the increased tensions between East and West.
They were clearly, few and far between, but there were some.
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Q&A 2:
Foreign editor, Emil Rottbøll, 
Information

1) According to our study in Mediernes (nye) verdens billeder,
the coverage of Russia by the Danish news media’ is clearly
different than that of China, India and Brazil, for example.
What is it, in key points, that makes Russia so 
different?

“Denmark and the EU have clearly more interfaces 
with Russia than with China, India, and Brazil, and Russia is
therefore relevant for us on many more levels than the others. 

There is the security policy question where Russia, as you
know, is a neighbour of NATO, with all the questions that this
raises on cooperation and threats. In addition, there is the 
conflict in Ukraine, and most recently, the war in Syria in
which Russia is playing an active part; often in opposition to
the West. And finally, there is the question of the Arctic,
which involves both Denmark and Russia.

But, besides security, Russia is also relevant in areas such
as business, sport, climate, and culture. The same could be
said of China, India and Brazil in some of these areas, but not
them all, and not to the same extent”. 

2) As a reader, one experiences a deficit in the coverage of
all of this huge country and lack descriptions of important
societal factors such as farming, sustainability, climate,
transport, education and culture. Do you agree that this 
deficit exists? If so, what might be the reason?

”For China, India, Brazil, and a great number of other
countries, it is not possible to read, see, or hear as many 
reports, features, and nuanced stories about the provinces,
’the man in the street’ or the country’s internal contrasts, as
is the case with Russia. Yes, power and confrontation are
more pronounced in the coverage than a focus on transport,

but as I see it, Russia coverage is no different to the coverage
of so many other countries”.

3) In the Russia coverage, Vladimir Putin often personifies
the society as a whole, and all of its actions. He is presented
as an autocrat who exercises absolute power in a societal
vacuum. We have not found a corresponding pattern in the
coverage of other autocratic countries for example China.
What might be the reason for this? 

”There is clearly a tendency in the media to equate Russia
with Putin and focus to a great degree on him as a person. 
Sometimes, this is ridiculous and helps to give the impression
that Putin personally is behind everything that happens in
Russia and is consequently personally responsible, when, in
reality, in Russian politics, just like all other systems, there
are power struggles and developments which are not 
necessarily controlled by those at the top of the system.

But it is seldom that we get an insight into these power
struggles, which we would have in the USA, for example, and
therefore we lapse into seeing ’the Russian system’ as a 
coherent whole. In addition, the media generally has a 
tendency to focus on individuals to make a story about the
system more accessible.

Having said that, there is a particularly strong cult of 
personality in Russia which also the Russian media cultivate.
There is enormous focus on what Putin does, and reactions
to everything he does, and this contributes to reinforcing the
impression that everything is about him. This will necessarily
rub off on the coverage of the country by the surrounding
world”.

4) Our study indicates that it is particularly in the article 
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headings and front page references that Russia is personified
with Putin. But in a number of the texts, especially those 
written by the Moscow correspondents, this personification
is less common. What might be the reason for this?

”Once again, I think this is about a lack of insight into the
real factors at play when articles, written at a distance, focus
on Putin. Here, it is easier for a correspondent, who has easier
access to sources, to put faces to stories in another way.

Additionally, stories written from home will more often
be stories about the system which the personification of 
Russia with Putin helps to make more easily accessible for
readers”.

5) According to media researchers, framing in the news media
of Russia is critical and negative, and ideologically toned in
relation to Western values. Is it possible to cover Russia on
its own terms, on its own cultural and economic conditions?

”There is a clear tendency in the media that automatic 
reactions to Russia are often biased. We perhaps saw it most
clearly in the first few days after the war in Georgia in 2008,
where Russia, in sections of the media, was automatically 
allocated the role of aggressor, and Georgia that of victim, at
a point in time where it was unclear what had actually 
happened. It was not until later, that the coverage became
more nuanced with a critical look at Georgia’s role in the 
conflict.

Russia can, of course, be covered on its own premises,
and if we always assess developments in the country from
our own Western values, we only validate our own, and 
others’ view that Russian values stand in opposition to those
of the West without actually learning anything about the
country. This is perhaps one of the explanations of the 

coverage of the Russian opposition being, for many years,
disproportionately large, which has given an erroneous 
impression that it was very important in Russia”.

6) In the media coverage, a clear dichotomy can be identified;
’them and us’. Researchers however do not consider that we
are talking about the start of a new cold war. Russia is not
going to invade the Baltic States. What might be the reason
for the exclusionary ’them and us’ in the Russia coverage? 

”Russia and the West often have conflicting interests. 
Sometimes it is ’us and them’. We can see that in Ukraine, in
Syria and in the Baltic States. Even though a Russian invasion
here is not realistic, NATO has had a real need to increase its
presence in the countries. Security policy encompasses many
levels and open war is only one of them. The maintenance of
the balance of power can thus also have other goals than 
preventing an invasion.

Of course, the media must continuously cover and analyse
these developments. A problem arises however, if the media
fall back on old cold war rhetoric with references that, despite
everything, do not reflect the very different relative strengths
and relations that existed then and today”. 

7) How will the Russian coverage develop in the future? 

”Lack of insight in the struggles for political power. Local
independent media under strong pressure. Lack of Danish
journalists with Russian skills. The coverage of Russia will,
as in any other area, gain from having dedicated specialist
staff who are allowed to follow developments and build up
knowledge and a network of sources. In this way, the cheaply
bought conclusions and stereotypical retellings will be more
often avoided”.
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9.0 
Coverage of NATO summit 
and the threat from the East

Seen from the West, the decision to deploy NATO 
troops in the Baltic States and Poland, took its outset
in Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014 and the civil

war in Eastern Ukraine. Since the end of World War II, 
relations between the Soviet Union, and later Russia, and the
West, according to observers, has developed in three phases:
First, the 40-year cold war from 1949 to 1985/1989. Second,
after Mikhail Gorbatjov in 1985 became president after the
fall of the wall and the collapse of the Soviet Union, came
25-30 years of soul-searching, partnership agreements with
Russia, and increasing cooperation and trade, but at the same
time, NATO’s expansion to the east and war in distant 
regions. From 2014, a third phase, with strongly raised 
tensions, triggered by the Russian annexation of the Crimea
Peninsula and the subsequent civil war in Eastern Ukraine
which had a certain level of Russian involvement. Russia has
also been accused of repeated territorial violations in the
Eastern Baltic region. The West replied with a series of
sanctions against Russia and named individuals in the ruling
elite; while the USA and NATO began to establish a defensive
missile defence in Eastern Europe. 

As part of the third historic phase, speculation has now
arisen that Russia intends to invade the Baltic States which,
like Crimea, also earlier were part of the Soviet Union. In,
for example, Narva, in Estonia, the percentage of Russians is
higher than that of the Crimean Peninsula. Many Russians
and other minority groups still today do not have citizenship
and it is calculated that 250,000 non-citizens live in Latvia
and 80,000 in Estonia.

Critical Russian commentators refer to this as ”an 
apartheid regime” (Weekendavisen, May 20th). Something 
similar formed the reason for the Russian annexation of 
Crimea in 2014.

According to researchers and historians, seen from 
Russia, reality is different: The admission of a number of the
earlier Warsaw Pact countries into NATO in 1999 and 2004,
including Poland and the three Baltic States, was an offensive,
bordering on the aggressive, act. The increase in the West’s
naval presence in the Baltic and the EU’s approaches to
Ukraine at the start of the 2010s, which the Russians regarded
as being a precursor to possible NATO membership, 
was again seen as a threatening march way into Russia’s 
legitimate sphere of interest as a major power. The Russians
consider the setting up of a missile defence system in Eastern
Europe as an offensive act. Russia concludes that the threat
from the West has markedly increased in recent decades. And,
as a reaction to the Western sanctions, in 2014, Russia 
introduced tough restrictions on which agricultural and food
products could be imported from the EU. This had a massive
effect on Danish food exports.

When the then, pro-Russian Ukrainian president, Viktor
Janukovitj, in 2013 decided to reject a closer partnership with
the EU, it triggered a major popular revolt in Ukraine, 
especially in Kiev, in support of a partnership with the EU
which however later spread to the eastern provinces in
Ukraine, just with the opposite goal; The Russian majority in
Eastern Ukraine, according to an unauthorised referendum,
wished to become part of Russia and did not support closer
relations with the EU and the West.

Phase three in the relations between Russia and the West
is often referred to as a return of the cold war, but this is 
contradicted by a number of historians. Among the reasons
given are that today there are no deep ideologically 
contradictions between Russia and the West, and that the 
balance of power between West and East is strongly balanced
in favour of the West: 
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”USA’s defence budget is 3248 billion Danish kroner.
The USA has over 1,492,000 armed forces. The 
combined defence budget of European NATO 
countries is 1,315 billion Danish kroner. Together, the
countries have armed forces of over 1,967,000. 
Russia’s defence budget is 441 billion Danish kroner.
Russia has over 845,000 soldiers” (Politiken, July 8th
2016)

The metaphor on a return to the cold war is rejected by a
number of Danish researchers in Russia-West relations:

”I would not call it a new cold war; after all, that is
much too dramatic. We should not use an old term to
describe a completely new situation”, states Peer 
Henrik Hansen, museum director of Langelandsfortet”
(BT, July 3rd 2016)

Erik Kulavig, centre leader at the Center for Koldkrigs-
studier (Centre for Cold War Studies) (dr.dk, July 28 th 2016)
explains in another article:

”The cold war was a conflict between two systems –
communism and capitalism. It was a conflict where a
settlement could not be negotiated. Therefore, we
lived in great danger and fear of nuclear Ragnarok”. 

And he elaborates:
”The situation between Russia, Europe, and the USA
today, is an old-fashioned conflict on geopolitical 
interests for which a solution can be negotiated – but,
of course, also can lead to minor armed conflicts”.

A third expert in the historic relations between East and
West, Poul Villaume, professor at University of Copenhagen,
clarifies further:

”I would like to challenge all this talk about Russia
being particularly aggressive over recent years. I think
that it rather that Russia has started to behave as a

major power does. Having an illusion that Russia does
not wish to play a significant role in the solution of
the world’s problems is extremely naive. Nonetheless,
it is an illusion that has become enmeshed in many,
since the West’s flush of triumph after the end of the
Cold War” (dr.dk, July 28 th 2016)

Dino Knudsen, post-doctoral fellow at University of 
Copenhagen and researcher in the cold war, offers a further
aspect: 

”He does not think that the comparison holds water
because Russia and the West have many more 
common features today than then. Similarly, today
there is greater mutual dependence” (dr.dk, July 28th
2016).

9.1 When NATO stationed troops in Eastern Europe
In 2016, politicians and the military in NATO countries 
had apparently, another interpretation of the relations between
Russia and the West than the Danish researchers and 
historians. 

At a NATO summit in Warsaw, on 8–9 July 2016, with
the participation of all the heads of state, they decided to sta-
tion around 4,000 NATO troops in earlier Warsaw Pact coun-
tries, Poland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.  This is a first.
From 2017, Denmark will contribute up to 200 troops to 
NATO’s forward presence in Estonia:

”The great confrontation between East and West is
back. A quarter of a century after the fall of the wall,
Western leaders today decided to deploy combat 
troops in Eastern Europe for the first time. As a 
consequence, the military war of nerves of the past
between West and East has come a step closer, stated
Politikens correspondent at the summit, Thomas Lau-
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ritzen, Europe Editor, and Jacob Svendsen, journalist
and defence correspondent (Politiken, July 8th 2016).

The two reporters did however not employ the term, the
cold war, to characterise the new tense relationship between
Russia and the West.

And Russia’s countermove came promptly. President
Putin announced that up to 20,000 Russian troops, supported
by tanks, would now be mobilised along the land borders to
the north west. 

The media coverage of the NATO summit and the 
decision to station NATO troops in Eastern Europe received
comprehensive coverage in the Danish news media. The
major dailies, for example, Berlingske, Jyllands-Posten and
Politiken had sent staff to the summit. A search for “NATO,
Russia, Warsaw” in Infomedia in a 14-day period from 1 –
14 July 2016, produced 49 articles from print newspapers,
and 151 web items – some of the texts were published both
places. 

As the sub-study in this section deals principally with 
illuminating the media coverage of the threat picture, “the
threat from the East”, 12 print articles were selected for 
close reading and analysis. (Differences and similarities 
between the coverage on the web and in print, are of minor
significance in this context).

9.2 Reports from Ukraine and Kaliningrad
The dailies, Berlingske and Politiken gave a high editorial
priority to the coverage of the NATO summit, and both 
editorial staffs published major reports prepared by their 
correspondents as background and context for the news 
coverage of the summit.

Berlingske sent journalist, Simon Kruse Rasmussen and
photographer, Asger Ladefoged, to Eastern Ukraine from

where they filed a report from the Ukrainian government 
troops’ side of the front, “NATO argues about money while
Europe’s forgotten war rages on”, (Berlingske, July 7th
2016). It was published in the section ‘Global’ and was 
illustrated with photos that looked like pictures from First
World War trenches. In this report, Berlingske gave voices to
the private soldiers and NCOs who literally found themselves
in the firing line between East and West. Despite a negotiated 
ceasefire, there was shooting and shelling daily, a number of
wounded and dead; as the Berlingske journalist summed it up:

”In the trenches at the forward positions, this hopeless
conflict with the constant losses, eats away at the 
soldiers: 
”This here is not a normal war. We sit and wait for
them to shell us”, says Denis, a Ukrainian soldier, who
has sat most of the day in baking heat behind a Soviet
machine gun from 1946. His comrade nods in 
agreement, ”I think that the politicians would like to
forget that there is a war in Europe. Or, it could also
be that they just don’t understand” says section 
commander, Oleksander Korostelov” (Berlingske 
July 7 th 2016)

Eye-witness sources and quotes from Eastern Ukraine,
were supported in the report with background information,
interviews with the spokesman for the international observers
from the OSCE, and a researcher at the Ukrainian, Kiev-
Myhola university:

”The message is that the war in Ukraine affects the
whole of Europe. If these territories are locked in
under Russian control while the European states talk
about raising the sanctions against Russia, then some
things will change fundamentally. Because, then 
Russia has demonstrated how a neighbouring state can
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be broken, says Andreas Umland, German researcher
and Ukraine expert”, (Berlingske July 7th 2016).

In the section ’Internationalt’ Politiken had a whole series
”New NATO forces”, in the days  around the summit, where
Politiken’s reporters visited countries on both sides of
NATO’s eastern borders. The Moscow correspondent, 
Thomas Heine, was dispatched to the Russian enclave on the
Baltic, Kaliningrad.

In a report based on quotes from people not in power,
combined with historical data and supported by quotes from
experts who put the background into perspective, Politiken
offered its readers, an insight into how Russians think and
feel about the current situation and escalating tension between
East and West:

”Our president, Vladimir Vladimirovitj Putin, is 
doing everything to ensure that the world does not 
experience a new war, but if it comes, then we are
ready, Nina Demesjeva assures us, and she is not 
enthused by the current situation where NATO has
started to establish a missile defence in Poland, just a
few hundred kilometres from Kaliningrad” (Politiken,
July 11 th 2016). 
”We managed through the Cold War, so why in the
world should we fight now. We often travel to Poland
to shop, and last summer we were in Lithuania on ho-

liday. I don’t get the impression that anyone there
wants a war either”, says Svetlana Sidorova, a 42-year
old boutique owner.”

The two major Danish dailies published reports both on
the web and in print. Reportage, that journalistic genre which
creates presence and closeness, was employed to supplement
the news flows and the expert evaluations, with a description
of how the private soldier and the ordinary Russian in 
Kaliningrad were experiencing the current situation. Even
though, by far, most of the material, was news about 
the NATO summit, as seen from the West, the reportage 
contributed to creating balance for readers in their under -
standing of the events and relations between East and West –
the underlying perceptions and motives of the Russian and
Ukrainian populations.

9.3 Taking the NATO premise for granted
To a great extent, the coverage of the summit was recounting
news journalism with a lot of background, and necessary 
context, both historically and analytically. The decision on
stationing the soldiers was presented as news, before it had
actually been taken, it had long been under preparations.

The media coverage of the NATO summit, and the 
decision to deploy 4,000 NATO troops was, to a certain 
extent, balanced, as much information, quotes and 

Even though sabres are being rattled, and Russian fighters are bombing with brutal success in Syria, Russia is still militarily very 

inferior to the combined forces of the West and NATO. Here, Russian fighters can be seen flying past the Kremlin on the occasion of

the inauguration of Dmitrij Medvedev as president.

(Photo: Sergey Ponomarev, AP/Polfoto) 
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assessments, were published that described how the Russians
and President Putin perceived the situation, which for them,
was that the threat from the West had significantly 
increased.

But a substantial part of the coverage, also took for 
granted the premise, put forward by the politicians and 
military, that deploying NATO troops on Russian borders to
deter an aggressive and expansive Russian regime, and to 
provide security for NATOs partners in Poland, Estonia, 
Latvia, and Lithuania. Estonia’s defence minister also
acknowledged the decision as follows:

”Estonia proffers a warm thank you to Denmark: 
Necessary to deter Russia… We expect that Russia 
understands that NATO is very serious about 
defending its borders regardless of where they are”
(Berlingske, July 11th 2016).

Here, the minister and Berlingske, assume that Russia has
thoughts or plans on attacking the Baltic States.

Particularly in a series of columns, Russia’s military and
territorial ambitions are referred to directly and indirectly,
”Cold front from the East” (BT, July 2 nd), ”Putin flexes his
muscles, ’Russia has chosen to challenge the European order
with military means’ (BT, July 4th), ”NATO chief explains 
re-armament with Russian aggression” (Jyllands-Posten, July
8 th), ”NATO top gather to arm themselves against new 
threats” (Jyllands-Posten, July 8th) and ”NATO summit: 
Russia must be deterred from attacking Eastern Europe”
(dr.dk, July 8th).  

This discussion and angling in the media was supported
by the agenda for the summit in Warsaw in July 2016. ’The
threat from the East’ and a changed security picture were 
prerequisites for the decision to break with earlier practice of
not deploying troops in earlier Warsaw Pact countries. 

In the selected articles, there were no Danish journalists

that built their coverage on scepticism of the premise that
Russia could conceive of attacking to the West, for example,
the Baltic States.  There were though several examples of
quotes from Russian politicians, and experts in the area, that
questioned the threat picture that the NATO decision rested
on, ”Russian defence committee leader rejects arms race with
NATO” (Politiken, July 8th)

Instead, according to Danish researchers, the Russians are
defending their sphere of influence, as all great powers do.

9.4 Media pictures of the threat from Russia 
The changed threat picture is now a historical fact after more
than 20 years of various forms of rapprochement between
Russia and the West. It is also a fact that Russia and the 
leaders in the Kremlin used the army in 2014 to annex the 
Crimea Peninsula that, since 1954, had belonged first to the
Ukrainian Soviet Republic, and after the dissolution of the
Soviet Union, Ukraine. It is also probable that there are 
Russian weapons and advisors on the rebel side in Eastern
Ukraine.

After 2014, the partnership initiatives betseen the USA,
NATO and Russia, replaced by a much tougher rhetoric from
both sides, and a series of concrete actions that employed 
military means and completely new weapon systems. This
was reflected in the media picture of Russia – naturally.

The main part of the journalism about the NATO summit,
the war in Ukraine, etc, takes the threat from the East as a
fact. The viewpoint is, naturally, the West and the associated
angling is exposed, particularly in the headings. Some of the
journalism includes Russian views as quotes, facts and on
how the West over the past 20 years has moved further to the
East, close to Russia’s borders. This resulted in a certain level
of balance arising in the reports from the NATO summit in
Warsaw in July.
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Q&A 3:
Managing Editor, Martin Darling, Ritzau

1) According to our study in Mediernes (nye) verdensbilleder,
the coverage of Russia by the Danish news media is clearly
different than that of China, India and Brazil, for example.
What is it, in key points, that makes Russia so different?

”Russia is covered by Ritzau no differently, or based on
other criteria, than other countries. But Russia certainly 
receives more coverage than other countries, such as, for
example, Brazil and India. This is primarily due to its 
geographic proximity to Denmark and the EU, Russia’s 
involvement in the conflicts in Ukraine and Syria, and that in
these years, a development can be traced that indicates that
there are increasing serious conflicts between Russia and, for
example NATO and the EU”.

2) As a reader, one experiences a deficit in the coverage of
all of this huge country and lack descriptions of important
societal factors such as farming, sustainability, climate,
transport, education and culture. Do you agree that this 
deficit exists? If so, what might be the reason?

”Seen in the broad media picture, I disagree that that there
is such a deficit that especially applies to Russia. At Ritzau,
our primary focus is news, and therefore our coverage of 
Russia, as well as of other countries, will be driven by news,
which in some cases deals with confrontation, for example.
We have a clear ambition that even though the coverage is
news driven, we will exploit the occasion to put in into the
context of relevant social factors.”.

3) In the Russia coverage, Vladimir Putin often personifies
the society as a whole, and all of its actions. He is presented
as an autocrat who exercises absolute power in a societal

vacuum. We have not found a corresponding pattern in the
coverage of other autocratic countries for example China.
What might be the reason for this?

”Many observers think that the Russian parliament does
not have the same power as parliaments we know, from 
Europe, for example. Consequently, in many cases it is 
natural to focus on Putin and the circle around him, when 
describing Russia’s actions. Should the Duma have its 
authority substantially increased, I would assume that this
would be reflected in where the coverage is directed. But we
need to deal with the reality”.

4) Our study indicates that it is particularly in the article 
headings and front page references that Russia is personified
with Putin. But in a number of the texts, especially those 
written by the Moscow correspondents, this personification
is less common. What might be the reason for this?

”At Ritzau’s net telegram service for ’Foreign’ material,
Russia appeared in 221 articles in a period from today 
(September 28th) and three months back. Putin is mentioned
19 times in headings. Even allowing for the fact that Russia
might have been mentioned in articles that have not had 
Russia as the main story, this can’t be considered to be 
distortion”.

5) According to media researchers, framing in the news media
of Russia is critical and negative, and ideologically toned in
relation to Western values. Is it possible to cover Russia on
its own terms, on its own cultural and economic conditions?

”At Ritzau, we do not cover Russia on other conditions
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than other countries. If there are concrete examples of us not
handling the Russian coverage objectively, that is serious, and
we would always want our attention to be drawn specifically
to that”.

6) In the media coverage, a clear dichotomy can be identified;
’them and us’. Researchers however do not consider that we
are talking about the start of a new cold war. Russia is not
going to invade the Baltic States. What might be the reason
for the exclusionary ’them and us’ in the Russia coverage? 

”With an outset in  Ritzau’s article database, there is no
evidence for saying that there is a special ’us and them’ view
that applies to Russia. Obviously, when a country becomes
actively involved in conflict several places in the world and

has a political system that, in the eyes of many, does not live
up to the common definition of democracy and a state based
on the rule of law, then there will be critical voices in the 
coverage. But those have also been heard about the USA’s
Guantanamo detention camp, and the American’s 
involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan, over time”.

7) How will the Russian coverage develop in the future? 

”A geographic spread, with a little less Moscow and 
a little more of the provinces, would benefit the Russia 
coverage. At the same time, even more stories about the 
Russian economy would be beneficial in the understanding
of Russia.”.
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10.0 
Coverage of the exclusion of Russian 
athletes from the Olympic Games 

In reality, it started around the Winter Games in Vancouver
in 2010. The Soviet Union, and later, Russia, have 
traditionally been strong at the Winter Olympics, but it

Canada it went wrong. Russia won only 3 gold, 5 silver, and
7 bronze medals, even the Russian ice hockey team was 
humiliated.

Subsequently, observers of Russia reported that the result
made Vladimir Putin, furious, and concerned about the 
Winter Olympics which Russia was to host in 2014, and
which was a significant prestige project for the president. ”A
new fiasco in the Russian Black Sea city, Sochi, would have
been politically indigestible. Something had to be done”
(Politiken, July 24 th 2016).

According to the later inquiry report on the Russian drug
cheating by the Canadian law professor, Richard McLaren,
after the Vancouver fiasco, Russia’s sports minister, Vitaly
Mutko, instigated a state organised doping programme. 
Professor Hans Bonde from Idræt (Sport) at the University
of Copenhagen, described the programme, in a column, as
follows ”Doping is a piece in Russian policy”:

”The athletes were offered a cocktail consisting of 
steroids mixed with vermouth, for the women, and
whisky, for the men. If an athlete was caught in a 
doping check, Nuri Nagornykh, the Putin appointed,
vice sports minister, would decide if the athlete was
important enough for his positive test should be 
conjured into a negative, or unimportant enough that
to prove that Russian doping control, really worked,
whereby he would be sacrificed for the greater good.
At major international sporting events in Russia, there
were foreign controllers present, which made it much
more difficult to cheat. Consequently, for the Winter
Olympics in Sochi in 2014, the Russian intelligence

service, the FSB, set up a system whereby the Russian
athletes’ tests could be replaced with dope-free urine,
when the foreign drug testers were out of the room”
(Berlingske, August 3rd 2016).

But the sports ministry and the two ministers, had 
miscalculated. After a very successful, for Russia, Sochi
games, with 13 gold, 11 silver, and 9 bronze medals, 
information about doping and the doping programme, began
to turn up; first in the Daily Mail in the UK, in 2013. In 2014,
ARD, a German TV station, broadcast a critical documentary,
”Doping’s secrets. How Russia creates its victories” on 
systematic Russian doping cheating in athletics. The 
documentary was based on the evidence of Russian runner,
Yuliya Stepanova, who acted as whistleblower, at great 
personal risk, according to the media. ”Russian whistleblower
seen as villain in her homeland”, (Politiken, August 1st 2016).
Shortly after, the International Association of Athletics 
Federations (IAAF), decided to exclude all Russian athletes
from international athletics competitions, including the Rio
Olympics, and the World Anti-Doping Agency, (WADA), set
up a commission of inquiry to investigate. 

In 2015 and 2016, yet another whistleblower, came 
forward. Grigorij Rodtjenkov, had fallen from grace in 
Russia, and had fled to the USA. He was the main source 
behind the revelations which Professor McLaren and WADA
had presented in two reports to a dumbstruck world. The 
latest report, which came in July 2016, recommended an
exclusion of all Russian athletes from the Rio Olympics.  But,
as is known, this is not how things went. The International
Olympic Committee (IOC) rejected a collective exclusion and
left it up to individual sports federations to decide on bans.
Of the original 383 registered Russian athletes, 282 
participated in the Olympics, while 111 were excluded.  
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Whether President Putin ordered the state doping 
programme, or knew its extent and methods, is not directly
stated anywhere in the mapped media coverage from July to
August  2016. But Vladimir Putin’s involvement can be seen
indirectly in several places, as, for example, formulated by
Moscow correspondent, Thomas Heine: 

”Sporting success is important for Putin’s political 
legitimacy and consequently he ran the risk of being
caught doping, say Russian analysts after disclosure
of a state programme” (Politiken, July 24 th 2016).

10.1   Daily newspaper articles on exclusion
The Danish media houses closely covered the course of
events around the doping programme and the exclusion of the
Russian athletes, especially in July and August 2016, and 
up to, and during, the games in Rio, ”Dr. Doping fled and 
exposed Mother Russia” (Berlingske, July 21st).

In seven national newspapers: Jyllands-Posten, Berlingske,
Politiken, Ekstra Bladet, BT, Weekendavisen and Information,
in the three month period from May 25 th to August 25th,
there were a total of 66 articles found from searching in In-
fomedia on ’Russian athletes exclusion from the Olympics’.

The state programme for doping and disposal of positive tests was orchestrated from the top of the Russian sports ministry. The 

extent of the involvement of the Russian Olympic Committee, has not been proved, but disclosure of the programme has had major

consequences for the committee behind this glass door and, not least, for 111 top Russian athletes, that were excluded from the

Olympics.

(Photo: Pavel Golovkin, AP/Polfoto)
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Based on Infomedia’s relevance criteria, 10 articles were clo-
sely read and analysed.

The coverage in the print newspapers was led by news
and topical background articles that recounted the very 
dramatic, in itself, course of events on the cheating and 
whether there would be exclusion from the Olympics, or not.
During the process there were many isolated events, significant
decisions, and biting statements that had news value, also in
Denmark, for example,  ”Putin demands medals at any price”
(Politiken, July 24th) and ”It is ok that the Russians will be
in Rio… stated IOC member, Crown Prince Frederik of 
Denmark” (BT, August 9th).

In the newspaper comments and other opinion pieces, the
tone was sharper, which the column by professor Hans Bonde
in Berlingske, was an example of. These more subjective
journalistic genres provide a free space for opinions and 
speculation which several people utilised. ”Lacking: The 
biggest scandal in Olympic history” on the IOC’s decision
not to exclude the Russian athletes collectively, and ”as it is
not happening it is because the IOC president,  Thomas Bach,
is a close friend of Vladimir Putin and the Russian regime,
says Ekstra Bladet’s sports commentator, Jan Jensen” (Ekstra
Bladet, July 26th); and, one could add – speculatively.

On paper, the journalism was generally informative and
reflective, as news led journalism should be, according to the
definition of the genre. The media picture of Russia, in 
connection with these events, was not created via metaphor
and marked personification of Russia with President Putin.
With few exceptions, the actual events were allowed to lead
the media coverage.

10.2 Online newspapers on the partial exclusion
This was the case to an ever greater extent for the nine Danish

online newspapers coverage of the ’Russian athletes 
exclusion from the Olympics’. 

On JP.dk (free), Jp.dk (subscription), Børsen. dk (free and
subscription), Mx.dk, ekstrabladet.dk, bt.dk, b.dk and 
politiken.dk, there were a total of 349 web items in the three
month period from May 25th to August 25th 2016 on the
events. 10 of the most relevant articles, according to Infome-
dia, were closely read and analysed.

The online journalism was a flow of events news and 
significant quotes presented in a brief and condensed form –
designed for the web. ”Russian long-jumper furious about
Olympic exclusion” (Jp.dk, August 18th 2018), ”IOC 
president: Russian athletes will be face tough testing”
(Mx.dk, July 24th 2016) and ”Countries read to exclude all
Russian athletes” (BT, July 17th 2016). 

The chain of events was extensively covered with the help
of Ritzau telegrams that were reflective and balanced. They
were, to a great extent, reports and there was no trace of 
independent investigative journalism. Much of the news in
the online newspapers was based on Ritzau, which again, 
gathered the news and significant statements from the 
German news agency, DPA. ”German head of athletics calls
Russian exclusion illegal” (Mx.dk, July 25th 2016).

10.3 Russia pictures in the journalism on exclusion
Russia’s participation in the Olympics in Brazil, were 
subsequently characterised in the media coverage, as a 
sporting success, ”Russia can celebrate for a moment” 
(Politiken, August 22nd 2016). Russians won 18 gold, 17 sil-
ver, and 19 bronze medals. Several of the Russian athletes
were given the commentators’ sympathy: 

”The earlier doping offender, Julia Efimova, breast
swimmer, who won silver in both the 100 and 200 
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metres, had to accept derision from her competitors
and the spectators… when she picked up her first
medal, she broke down in tears, with the words, ”I
thought the Cold War belonged to the past. Why use
sport to start it again?” (Politiken, august 22nd 2016).

The events surrounding the state-sponsored doping 
programme, the intelligence service FSB’s disappearing act,
and the partial exclusion, were allowed to speak for themselves,
especially on the web, but also in print. Russia appeared as a
state that cheated, and which used the more incredible means
to achieve success. The efforts were orchestrated at the very
top on the Russian hierarchy. This was solidly documented
in the WADA reports, and thus, also in the media. The exposé,

represented a huge loss of prestige for Russia, the two sports
ministers, and President Putin, who, incidentally, has a 
”deep-felt passion for sport”. 

According to professor Hans Bonde, besides this passion,
Vladimir Putin has also realised that ”sport, with its ability
to create enthusiasm and a sense of belonging, is a fantastic
tool for achieving ’goodwill’, and usually flies under the radar
for what is normally considered politics” (Berlingske 
August 3rd).

President Putin played – and plays – this international
power game in the form of both ‘hard power’ and ‘soft
power’. And this was reflected in the media picture in July
and August 2016.
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Q&A 4:
Moscow correspondent, 
Simon Kruse Rasmussen, Berlingske

1) According to our study in Mediernes (nye) verdensbilleder,
the coverage of Russia by the Danish news media is clearly
different than that of China, India and Brazil, for example.
What is it, in key points, that makes Russia so different?

”The most important difference is that we are neighbours.
The Kingdom (of Denmark) has borders with Russia in the
Arctic, and Denmark and Russia, are both Baltic States.
Countries such as China, India, and Brazil, are important for
many reasons, but Russia is the only one of the great powers
mentioned that plays such a close role in Danish foreign and
security policy”. 

2) As a reader, one experiences a deficit in the coverage of
all of this huge country and lack descriptions of important
societal factors such as farming, sustainability, climate,
transport, education and culture. Do you agree that this 
deficit exists? If so, what might be the reason?

”It is also my feeling, that a major part of our coverage is
about high politics, peace negotiations, and armed conflict.
The same applies to our coverage of Ukraine. This is because
that, in these months and years, we are witnessing an armed
conflict with the involvement of both countries. In the study
period – the start of  2015 – the fighting in Eastern Ukraine
was even heavier. In total, since the conflict broke out in
spring 2014, it has cost ten thousand lives and caused two
million to flee. Europe’s borders have been moved, with 
Russia’s annexation of the Crimean Peninsula. 

Nothing is business-as-usual, in my area of coverage. 
I have used a great part of my working time, on covering

the conflict over the past two and a half years. I was in Crimea
when the Russian special forces surrounded military bases

and government buildings. I have travelled on both sides of
the front line in Eastern Europe in order to describe this new
war in Europe. This means, quite rightly, that there has been
less focus on other subjects such as agriculture, sustainability,
climate, transport, education, culture and everything else I 
covered before all this broke out. But when a country is at
war, it often overshadows – rightly – other subjects that would
otherwise have been covered. I don’t consider this to be a 
failure of priorities, but a journalistic necessity. Don’t you
think that the coverage of the USA during the Vietnam war,
or the Soviet Union during the war in Afghanistan, was 
marked by war and conflict? 

At the same time, it is clear that as long as it is physically
possible to set up a one-man office, then we should cover as
many subject areas as possible. I completely agree that there
is a deficit in the off-centre stories, the ’soft’ stories, and of
environment, culture, and business of the kind that took more
space before 2014. But I don’t think that it is strange that the
coverage of an armed confliict on our continent has taken up
so much space”.

3) In the Russia coverage, Vladimir Putin often personifies
the society as a whole, and all of its actions. He is presented
as an autocrat who exercises absolute power in a societal
vacuum. We have not found a corresponding pattern in the
coverage of other autocratic countries for example China.
What might be the reason for this? 

”Two things; recognisability and the extreme concentration
of power in Russia’s political system. Vladimir Putin is – like
Obama, Berlusconi, Bashar al-Assad – a well-known name
that talks to the reader. Therefore, he is often used in 
headings. Also, too often, in my opinion. But, at the same
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time, the political system in Russia is such that it actually is
the president administration, and in the end, Putin, the person,
that decides the direction. It is not parliament, the government,
or the parties, that anyone who is engaged in the county will
know. Consequently, Russia’s is distinct from other forms of
government, such as China, for example.

4) Our study indicates that it is particularly in the article 
headings and front page references that Russia is personified
with Putin. But in a number of the texts, especially those 
written by the Moscow correspondents, this personification
is less common. What might be the reason for this?

”That sounds likely. I think it’s a result of the correspondents
distinguishing more between the various government 
agencies, and more precisely, the relevant key individuals in
the Kremlin”.

5) According to media researchers, framing in the news media
of Russia is critical and negative, and ideologically toned in
relation to Western values. Is it possible to cover Russia on
its own terms, on its own cultural and economic conditions?

”That is an interesting question which I have thought a
fair bit about myself. Just two brief observations. 

First, as mentioned above, we currently find ourselves in
’state of emergency’ as there is war in Ukraine (not to mention
the Russian engagement in Syria). For me, as a correspondent,
this means there is less room to write about business, culture,
society, and other non-political subjects than before 2014.
Does the armed conflict mean that the coverage has become
too ’negative’? Should we cover a war in Europe less to make
space for good news? In my opinion, this would constitute a

failure of journalism. I firmly believe that readers cannot use
the positive/negative criterion for anything. As journalists, we
must tell significant and living stories that can inform people
and not play with dividing news into good and bad news, 
that undoubtedly, make lots of sense to PR people and 
governments, but not as a news criterion.

Having said that, it is very important that we cover more
than just politics. We must cover culture, environment, 
reality-TV, and street life, so people are given depth in the
picture of the country in which we are resident. And here –
for the reasons mentioned above - there is a deficit regarding
the coverage of Russia and Ukraine over the past two years. 

Second, I agree that generally accepted thinking about
Russia has a major effect on the coverage of the country. One
of the explanations is the perception of Russia and 
’European’. Another is the country’s rapid march away from
democracy over the past 20 years. 

I think that it plays an important role that we that report
on the country in these years, remember and know another
Russia; namely the country that broke with communism, 
abolished censorship and the one-party system, implemented
a democratic constitution, joined the Council of Europe, and
played with the thought of becoming part of the EU. 

Since then, things have gone pell mell in the opposite 
direction; away from the Western or European idea of 
democracy and a nation based on the rule of law. There is thus
an element of broken dreams and unfulfilled expectations,
which come into play for journalists, politicians, and in many
ordinary people inside and outside Russia.

Interestingly, the same effect can be seen in Turkey, in 
recent months. Both Russian and Turkey could be said to lie
at ‘the edge of Europe’ or in ‘the possible Europe’. The same
could be said of China, which, since World War II, has 
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maintained another directing and has never been seen as a
possible part of Europe or of the West. It could be said that
Russia is measured by a European yardstick, because we see
Russian as European. I don’t know whether that is ’positive’
or a ’negative’ new, but it might be something undergoing
change. We have a new generation of politicians in Europe
that do not see Russia in this way”.

6) In the media coverage, a clear dichotomy can be identified;
’them and us’. Researchers however do not consider that we
are talking about the start of a new cold war. Russia is not
going to invade the Baltic States. What might be the reason
for the exclusionary ’them and us’ in the Russia coverage? 

”That sounds extreme. I don’t think that war, not even a
cold one, can be talked into existence. It allocates journalism
huge power and, additionally, bad intentions. As correspondents,
our job is to be the eyes and ears of our readers. We must bear

witness. We must put things into perspective. We must give
voices to the powerful, and to ordinary people that support or
shout at those in the Kremlin. If the result is a ‘them and us’
dichotomy, then we have failed spectacularly”. 

7) How will the Russian coverage develop in the future? 

”With four full-time correspondents in Russia, the Danish
language area is well-served, actually better than for many
years (See my report on the subject from 2012). As a result
of the armed conflict in Eastern Ukraine, there is undoubtedly
a deficit in societal and cultural material, which, to the extent
that war and crises allows, ought to be corrected. More 
systematic use of social media where everyday life peeps out,
could be part of the solution”. 
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11.0 
The election that increased 
Vladimir Putin’s power

In Denmark, and other Western countries, there seems to
be a latent scepticism in the population of Russians and
the Russian leadership’s intentions. At its worst, it is 

referred to as Russophobia. Less extremely, Russia is described
as a ’cheater state’. This antipathy was most clearly expressed
in connection with the banning of Russian athletes from the
Rio Olympics, because of doping orchestrated by the Russian
sports ministry. The phenomenon was, for example, described
by editor-in-chief, Rune Lykkeberg, Information, under the
headline ”Sport’s criminal state”:

”It is fine to hate the Russians in Rio… when we see
a Russian win at the Olympic Games, we are not at all
certain that it is not a doping cheat. We do not trust
them” (Information, August 19th 2016).

The media’s discussion of Russia and Russians speaks to
this scepticism.

The election in Russia on September 15th 2016 to the
Duma and various regional and local councils was a huge 
success for Vladimir Putin and the party, United Russia, that
was created in 2001, as his support party. The party is often 
referred to as ”Putin’s party”. In an election over 11 time
zones, with 112 million voters, and an electoral threshold of
five per cent, only four parties were elected to the Duma. 
United Russia won 343 seats out of the 450. With two further
Putin-loyal parties in the Duma, the three parties together won
so many seats that they can amend the Russian constitution
without negotiating with other parties and can thus ensure
that Vladimir Putin can continue in the office of president for
life if he, and the three parties, so desire. At present, there is
(as in the USA) the president may only serve a maximum 
of two periods in office in a row, 12 years in the Russian 
constitution. Vladimir Putin took a ’leave of absence’ 
between 2008 and 2012 from the presidency, when Dmitrij

Medvedev took over during Putin’s ‘period in waiting’. 
Afterwards, Vladimir Putin could again be elected and return
as president for two new periods. Dmitrij Medvedev is now
prime minister of Russia. There is a presidential election
again in 2018.

The article, ”Putin critics hope for an onslaught at the 
polling stations” (Jyllands-Posten, September 17th) explained
that a high turnout would be good for the opposition, many
of the people in the cities especially are critical of the Putin
regime, and often stay home at elections. However, that is not
how it turned out. The turnout was low, 48 percent, against
60 percent in a scandal election in 2012, which led to 
accusations of electoral fraud and demonstrations in the 
streets. Afterwards the Duma passed a law that significantly
limited the right to demonstrate. 

After the election on September 15th, there was, accor-
ding to several media, a widespread perception in Russia, that
this time there were limited and isolated instances of electoral
fraud, which would, most likely, be investigated and punished,
”Kremlin: We didn’t cheat this time” (Information. 
September 12th). Politicians and human rights activist, Ella 
Pamfilova, had been appointed as leader of the electoral 
commission and she is respected, also by the opposition.

However, none of the very Putin-critical parties received
more than two percent of the votes. Only by being elected in
single-member constituencies could individual opposition
members be elected to the Duma. This however did not 
happen, according to Poul Funder Larsen, Jyllands-Posten’s
Moscow correspondent. 

According to the Danish media, United Russia’s 
success was not based on electoral fraud but by redrawing the
constituencies, so the 225 MPs were chosen from party lists
(as in Denmark) and 225 in single-member constituencies (as
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in England). The electoral reform was thus planned, again 
according to the media, so that it clearly favored United 
Russia’s candidate, ”Putin’s party stops at nothing” (Berlingske,
September 16th).

The information above, and other information about 
Russia, the constitution, and the immediate political story
took up a great deal of space in the Danish daily newspapers
and online newspapers up to, during, and after, the election
to the Duma. They were facts and background to the media’s
almost identical critical analysis of the election and the 
election result. It was employed to strengthen Vladimir

Putin’s control over society. Although it was probably a more
democratic election than those earlier, there was probably still
room for opposition voices and media in the Russian public.
However, the low turnout was a clear sign that the opposition,
especially those among the modern Russians in cities were
resigned, ”The result is an expression of  Vladimir Putin’s
stranglehold on Russian democracy is now so tight that the
president’s opponents can no longer breathe” (Politiken, 
September 20th). The election tightened the stranglehold even
more.

Russia in the provinces. The city of Novosibirsk is known for political street activism, both for and against, president Putin, for and

against the earlier Communist leaders, for example, Josef Stalin. Here, it is the 70th anniversary of the victory in World War II that is

being patriotically celebrated.

(Photo: Finn Frandsen, Polfoto)
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Q&A 5:
Moscow correspondent, 
Poul Funder Larsen, Jyllands-Posten 

1) According to our study in Mediernes (nye) verdensbilleder,
the coverage of Russia by the Danish news media’ is clearly
different than that of China, India and Brazil, for example.
What is it, in key points, that makes Russia so different?

”It is less than 400 km from the Danish border (Born-
holm) to Russia (Kaliningrad). Ergo, Russia is a country that
is absolutely in our neighbourhood, closer than France, for
example. Russia is the largest country in Europe, measured
both by area and population. It is, supremely, Europe’s most
powerful military force. Decisions taken here can have much
greater direct consequences for us than events in India and
Brazil. A president toppled in Brazil is an anecdote from a 
distant land. A president toppled in Russia will change 
European history”.    

2) As a reader, one experiences a deficit in the coverage
of all of this huge country and lack descriptions of important
societal factors such as farming, sustainability, climate,
transport, education and culture. Do you agree that this 
deficit exists? If so, what might be the reason?

”In March 2014, Russia annexed the Ukrainian peninsula,
Crimea. Since spring 2014, Russian supported rebels in
Eastern Ukraine, have been involved in a war which, by 
conservative estimates, has killed around 10,000 and sent far
more than one million people in flight. This has triggered the
greatest security policy crisis in Europe since the mid-1980s,
at least. In Russia, the ’risk of a world war’, and ”the 
necessity of re-arming” is being discussed on the TV news or
in direct TV debates just about every evening. It is currently
the predominant subject on the axis Russia-Denmark, and it
has a natural first priority in the coverage. We also write about

agriculture in Basjkortostan, economic policy in Moscow, and
the construction of a stadium in St. Petersburg (and would
like to write more about that), but with one correspondent for
the 300 million, approximately, people in the countries of the
former Soviet Union, we must prioritise”.         

3) In the Russia coverage, Vladimir Putin often personifies
the society as a whole, and all of its actions. He is presented
as an autocrat who exercises absolute power in a societal
vacuum. We have not found a corresponding pattern in the
coverage of other autocratic countries for example China.
What might be the reason for this?

”Switch on the evening news, on any evening, of any 
Russian TV channel and you will see a focus on  Vladimir
Putin, that would get the Western media to pale in 
comparison. If we should be at a Putin quota which matched
what the trend-setting Russian media delivers, then we would
have to get up early. It is correct, that in the debate, there are
caricatures floating around of the decision-making processes
in the Russian political system, but they do not form our 
coverage of the country. In this connection, the fact that Putin
”has been elected by a large majority and there is a parliament
in Russia” is no great yardstick for assessing the degree any
autocracy. 

In the central Asian countries, that I also cover, they also
have a parliament, and the president, also here, is also elected
by secret ballot from among several candidates, often with an
impressive majority. (it is not unknown for the level of 
support to reach100%) In the parliament that was elected in
Russia in September 2016, there is not a single representative
from the 450 members, that represents the forces that wish to
break with Vladimir Putin. In no way does this reflect the 
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realities in Russian society, that, under the surface, is 
significantly more pluralistic”.  

4) Our study indicates that it is particularly in the article 
headings and front page references that Russia is personified
with Putin. But in a number of the texts, especially those 
written by the Moscow correspondents, this personification
is less common. What might be the reason for this?

”I accept that that is correct, if you have undertaken a
count. In the heading and front page references, special 
educational considerations are naturally shown, but, thank-
fully, we have more space in the articles to express ourselves
and can, therefore, be more nuanced. I would also assume
that the words Russian, Kremlin, or Moscow, figure more
frequently in the headings than in my texts”.   

5) According to media researchers, framing in the news media
of Russia is critical and negative, and ideologically toned in
relation to Western values. Is it possible to cover Russia on
its own terms, on its own cultural and economic conditions?

”As a Moscow correspondent, my brief is not to cover one
country, but to cover 15 countries (countries of the former
Soviet Union). However, overwhelmingly, it is Russia and
Ukraine I spend most time on – I would estimate that it 60
percent on Russia, 30 percent Ukraine, and 10 percent on the
rest (inclusive NATO and the EU states in the Baltic). For me,

it goes without saying, that the coverage of the area is ‘criti-
cal’ (this is, of course, one of journalism’s major plus words,
as such,) but I do not consider that there is the remotest sup-
port for the claim that our coverage of Russia is more 
critical than our coverage of Ukraine, for example. I have 
actually experienced that people have claimed the opposite”.

6) In the media coverage, a clear dichotomy can be identified;
’them and us’. Researchers however do not consider that we
are talking about the start of a new cold war. Russia is not
going to invade the Baltic States. What might be the reason
for the exclusionary ’them and us’ in the Russia coverage? 

”I don’t understand the premise for the question. If Russian
invaded the Baltic States, we are not talking about a cold war,
but a hot war, with NATO countries involved. There are 
undoubtedly some who think in ‘them and us’ – but I don’t. I
live and work in Moscow, am married to a Russian, I speak
the language, as do my children, I plough through the Russian
print media, net and TV every single day, and try, to the best
of my limited abilities, to communicate a nuanced picture of
the conditions here.”

7) How will the Russian coverage develop in the future? 

”As in all other areas, ’More boots on the ground’ might
come to mind.”
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12.0 
Clear tendencies but also nuances 
– conclusions on the coverage of Russia

The purpose of the many analyses in The Coverage of
Russia by the Danish Media, has been to identify and
describe the media pictures of this regional great power

to the East, that in many ways sets the agenda on Russia in
the Danish news media, web newspapers, and daily newspapers.
Thereby, they also substantially set the agenda for the Danish
public and contribute to discussing and defining relations 
between Russia and Denmark, between East and West – 
militarily, politically, culturally, and economically. 

Our descriptive analysis reveals that the media 
pictures of Russia in 2015 and 2016 have been complex and
ambiguous. There have been clear tendencies, but also 
nuances. The following cross-sectional summary will first,
describe the explicit media pictures of Russia and Russians
in the hundreds of read and mapped articles and journalistic
items, for example, news graphics that have been the 
empiricism in this study. Thereafter, the implicit frames will
be illuminated. The explicit as well as the implicit media pic-
tures will be seen in the light of societal researcher, Elias
Götz’s, three ”contending perspectives” to understand Russia,
and its actions, ”Revisionist Russia”, Victim Russia” and
”Troublemaker Russia”. Can these three ”perspectives” be
employed to understand the coverage of Russia in 2015 and
2016, and why it is, as it is? A number of proposals will be
put forward.

Finally, the question of the trace of cyber influence from
Russia on the Danish coverage of Russia and the hybrid war
issue, will be illuminated.

The foreign media research and our own Danish analyses
have led to some critical characterisations of the Russia 
coverage that in several areas sound identical. These however
differ markedly from the perception of their own coverage by
the Moscow correspondents, and the Danish foreign editors.

How can the same Russia coverage be perceived so 
differently? Can both perceptions be ’right’ at the same time?

12.1 The explicit Russia pictures
The Russia journalism was a high priority element of the 
Danish news media’s overall foreign coverage in 2015 and
2016, clearly higher prioritised than the China coverage.
(Kabel and Holm, 2016). Regarding form, the Russia material
in the study period, was substantially news journalism 
coverage with significance as the dominant news criterion.
There were also many examples of news analyses, back-
ground articles, and comments/editorials, but little reportage
building on being there and on own experiences. There were
very few portrayals of people, place and atmosphere, or 
culture and society, especially in the provinces.  Personifica-
tion in the journalism was predominantly tied to President
Putin. Almost no one else from Russia was revealed as a 
person in the articles in the study period.

The coverage was marked by clear angles and many 
quotes for various types of expert and sources of power; a
small minority of whom were Danish. The coverage was not
domesticated in the sense of seeing Russia in a Danish light,
by describing Russia via Danish actors and sources. Only to
a limited extent, for example, in business articles with Danish
enterprises in Russia were the Danish sources frequent.

Of the published Russia material, there were few photo-
journalism narratives, a little video, and extremely little (if
any) in multimedia formats.

The Russia coverage content took its outset in the changed
threat picture between East and West after Russia’s annexation
of the Crimea Peninsula in 2014 and the civil war in Eastern
Ukraine. The rhetoric on both sides of this front was escalated
by the warring parties, and this was reflected in the media 
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coverage, often from a Western point of view. Some of the
articles were, however, written from an East-East perspective
from Russia versus Ukraine or Belarus. Other articles had an
East-South perspective, for example, Russia versus Turkey.
In the cases where it was East and West that were the opposite
poles, the journalism, occasionally, explicitly expressed that
Russia was once again the ”threat from the East”.

Even though it could be read that President Putin is a very
popular figure in Russian society, with up to 75 percent of
Russians supporting him, according to both independent state
supported polling institutes, such as Levada, Vladimir Putin
is nonetheless, according to several media, unsure in his role
of increasing absolute power. According to Anne Libak, 
foreign editor at Berlingske, and Russia expert, Putin fears a
popular uprising, similar to the Orange Revolution in
Ukraine, and this fear is making him thirst for even more
power as his years in power pass. This means, according to
Libak’s analysis, that a great deal of what Vladimir Putin
does, both domestically and abroad, is about retaining power
in Russia (Deadline DR 2, September 17th). 

Such statements and conclusions from Anne Libak speak
into Elias Götz ’Troublemaker Russia’ category, just as some
of the news media’s Russia coverage did in 2015 and 2016.

In some of the Russia material, the country constituted a
resurgent threat from the East, and NATO was described as
activated as a counterweight, for example, by deploying 
troops in Poland and the Baltic States to contain this threat.
But there were also other examples of articles, based on 
expert assessments, that stated the Russia has no ambitions
to invade the Baltic States which many otherwise had expressed
a fear of, just as NATO has no plans to invade Russia, or use
NATO troops in Ukraine. So the chilly relations between East
and West were presented in the media more as a security 

policy and tactical ploy, than a real military threat; including
the transfer of up to 20,000 Russian troops to the borders with
Baltic States.

Out of this new area of tension between East and West,
as presented in the articles, new images of a new cold war
can easily arise. Certain types of statement, opposition 
analyses, and actions, that were presented in the media 
coverage in 2015 and 2016, were so extreme and aggressive,
that readers could easily think that a new cold war must be
on its way, and that the news media’s coverage, just reflected
this. For example, foreign minister, Kristian Jensen, commented
and interpreted the development in the following statement,
”Russia obstructs progress in international politics … Russia
has no role in creating anything at all” (Kristeligt Dagblad,
December 2nd). 

This cold war image, the foreign editors had clearly 
decided to illustrate. In articles from various media there were
a number of significant examples of Danish security policy
researchers being asked to assess this cold war notion.  All
the researchers quoted rejected the existence of a new cold
war. According to the researchers, in 2015 and 2016, there
was no talk of a battle between two ideological world 
systems, communism and capitalism. Instead of a duo-polar
world as in the time of the Soviet Union, there is now a more
multi-polar international order, though with the USA as the
dominating superpower, and that makes everything more
complex. 

Vladimir Putin anno 2016, was thus not an old-fashioned
cold warrior – but what then was he? 

12.2   Putin here, there, and everywhere
President Putin has frequently appeared in the media 
coverage in Denmark in the past 18 months. Just as he also
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was, according to Poul Funder Larsen, Jyllands-Posten, in the
Russian media, but to a much greater extent.

The media in Denmark does not portray Russia as a 
dictatorship but as on its way to becoming an autocracy where
the autocratic leader, Vladimir Putin, has managed to gather
a very significant share of power to himself with many 
different tools: 

Information flows from the Russian authorities are 
controlled by the Kremlin. Even though opposition media still
exists in Russia, the state controls all the major news media,
both print and TV, and the free media have very limited 
impact. Legislation in Russia is being constantly changed so
that it strengthens the centralisation of power in the president,
for example, through the reorganisation of the constituencies. 

The personification, in the Danish media of Russia with
Vladimir Putin, was marked,  (as it also is in Sweden, 
according to Diana Bologova, researcher in the Swedish 
media’s coverage of Russia). In the Danish articles, it was 
however, more implicit, than explicit that Vladimir Putin is
pursuing absolute power. This pursuit makes him, according
to the thinking, paranoid and fearful, and this has triggered
several dramatic power initiatives, such as the legislation in
2014 that set out that all NGOs receiving support from abroad
would be considered agents of foreign powers. This is ruinous
for the possibilities of NGOs to be publicly active in Russia
with foreign support. This hit, for example, the independent
institute, Levada, i 2016. Levada carries out opinion polls and
other sociological surveys that opposition voices and the 
Western media have often used.

One of the consequences of this substantial personification
was that Putin and the exercise of power in Russia, almost
unfolded in a vacuum, without social context. What are the
strongest and most determinative processes in this huge 

country, that lead to developments in society, that Vladimir
Putin is actually at the head of? Foreign editor, Emil Rottbøll
from Information, expressed it thus:

”There is clearly a tendency in the media to equate
Russia with Putin and focus to a great degree on him
as a person. Sometimes, this is ridiculous and helps to
give the impression that Putin personally is behind
everything that happens in Russia and is consequently
personally responsible, when, in reality, in Russian 
politics, just like all other systems, there are power
struggles and developments which are not necessarily
controlled by those at the top of the system” (Q&A 2). 

Vladimir Putin cannot manage everything himself, but
who are the people with power around him? What do they 
represent beyond their own economic interests? In these areas
we are left with a deficit of information.

When the tendency towards this clear Putin focus is 
pointed out, it should also be pointed out that especially the
articles and background descriptions from the newspapers’
three correspondents in Moscow, can be read as being less
Putin personified than many other Russia texts. The same 
applies for several commentators from Danish foreign editors
such as, for example, Michael Jarnler from Politiken. ’Kremlin’
and not ’Putin’ appears more frequently than in the 
mainstream content flows, and broader explanations and 
alternative interpretations of power and political behaviour
in Russia are regularly provided. 

To summarise, it can be concluded that the foreign 
correspondents in Moscow are critical observers and eye-
witnesses in an authoritarian society, where information flows
are controlled. They regularly use Russian system critics as
sources, and they guarantee the opposition a place in the 
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Danish media. The correspondents’ journalism is relatively
close to Russian reality, as seen from Moscow, and includes
a significant focus on power and conflict and a regular use of
power and fear metaphors. 

This could indicate that some of the personification in the
news flows arises in the editorial departments in Denmark,
when the angling is elucidated, the headings quickly adapted,
and the frontpage headlines decided. The tempo is high in
newsrooms and that has consequences.

However, this observation, the foreign correspondents in
Moscow, are unable to recognise. They have not noticed the 
difference and they think that it is OK to employ Russia, the
Kremlin, and Putin in headings, to attract the interest of 
readers. (See Q&A 1, Q&A 3 and Q&A 5)

12.3 Traces of hybrid-war in Danish Russia coverage?
It is extremely difficult, systematically, to trace and decode
any Russian misinformation in the Western media, including
the Danish media. The creation of internal disorder and a 
controlled chaos in Western society is carried out in a very
professional and sophisticated way. Different versions of 
explanations of the same event, the planting of fake stories,
and the influencing of the debates in societies in NATO 
countries, undoubtedly occurs, but who is the instigator? To
where can it be traced? What is its purpose?

Without attempting a fact check of the Russia coverage, it
can nevertheless be summarised that in the reading of hundreds
of articles of the Russia coverage, there have no instances that
set the warning lights flashing. No clear examples of Russian

The top of the Russian power hierarchy, Minister President, Dmitrij Medvedev and President Vladimir Putin, are almost icons with the

Russian public. According to the street vendor who sold these babushkas, Putin was not selling much, but Medvedev was better.

(Photo: Borko Dmitri, Polfoto)
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disinformation reaching the Danish daily newspapers and 
online newspapers. The Danish media’s explicit Russia 
pictures were not – or only to a very limited extent – created
through successful manipulation. If information and events
have been improbable, then that has been made clear in the
Russia articles.

This indicates that the Danish foreign editorial desks have
both the factual knowledge and methodical skills to reject 
almost all of the examples of fake stories about, and from,
Russia.  The Danish foreign correspondents in Moscow, have
built up a robust resistance to manipulated information. They
are the initial gatekeepers of the news flows, where the not
credible is often rejected or used as examples of how 
manipulation of the Russia coverage can arise and unfold.

12.4 Russia material on other things 
than power and conflict
They were relatively few and far between, but they were
there. For example, articles on the situation in the remote
northeastern Russia, where Japan is a neighbour, where there
is still no formal peace after World War 2, as a result of a 
dispute about sovereignty over some of the Kuril Islands. 
Articles about the difficulties Danish companies, illustrated
by Carlsberg, were having on the Russian market after the
mutual sanctions and Russia’s economic stagnation. Especially
in the business sections there were articles on the large fall in
oil and gas prices for Russia, domestically and internationally,
including texts about the constant fall in living standards in
Russia. Fewer imports, fewer goods, fewer food products
from Denmark.

So, no tendency without exceptions. But the main 
tendency was, nevertheless, that most of the Russia coverage
dealt with power, politics, and international conflicts,

Ukraine, Syria, Turkey, and relations with NATO and the
West, with the EU and the USA. Usually, the starting point
was in metropolitan Moscow, and the centre of power, the
Kremlin. There was very little on relations with the economic
superpowers, China and Japan. 

When reading the flow of Russia material on the many
platforms, a deficit was felt: There were very few articles on
day-to-day life or house prices in Russia as a whole, on 
culture and art, and cultural personalities, about refugees, 
immigration and emigration, on agriculture and industrial
production, on digital developments, on teaching and 
education, on climate, sustainability and CO2 emissions from
Siberia’s enormous tundra, on the effect of globalisation on
Russia, and on the Arctic and the Northeast Passage north 
of Siberia (however, for the last point, with the exception 
of the daily newspaper,  Information). Major sectors and 
phenomena in a society that is co-determinant for how 
societal developments occur; and where the deeper reasons
for shifts in politics and society often can, and must be, found.

12.5 The implicit frames; an ideological toning
The foreign media research on the coverage of Russia in 
various countries, is clearly critical.  In fact, with the exception
of certain sections of a single research article on the Norwegian
media’s coverage of Russia, not even one research based 
analysis of the coverage of Russia was successfully found
that was positive. The coverage was characterized as biased
in relation to Western ideology and values.  

The Danish researcher, Professor Erik Albæk, from the
University of Southern Jutland (SDU), and political science
student, Morten Lysbeck Hansen, concluded, among other
things, in their analysis of the foreign coverage (though not
of Russia), that:
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”There appears to be a cultural imbalance, which must
be expected to become more pronounced, when it is
about societal relations in countries that, culturally, are
so different to Denmark” (Berlingske, August 12th
2014).

It is considered that the same cultural imbalance appears
in elements of the media’s coverage of Russia in 2015 and
2016.  In a number of cases, the society to the east, was not
portrayed from its own historical, cultural, and economic con-
ditions, in its own rights. But, then how?

According to correspondent, Thomas Heine from Politi-
ken, the yardstick was: 

”The coverage takes its starting point in values that,
in my eyes, are not Western, but universal. 
Democracy. Pluralism. Respect for human rights.
Openness. Honesty. In all of these areas, the develop-
ments in Russia have been negative in recent years”
(See Q&A 1).

Frames and implications were not explicitly expressed in
the coverage of Russia, but lay as implicit toning behind the
editorial decisions on the choices made by the editorial news
staffs, on publishing a particular article in the form and with
the angle that it appeared. 

Our framing analysis and comprehensive analytical text
reading of many articles has illustrated that we Danes, 
according to the media, are critical of Russia and all things
Russian. The cultural distance is apparent. We are unsure of
the intentions behind Russia’s policies, and the actions of its
leaders, especially those of President Putin. 

Behind the coverage, for example, to the Duma, in 
September 2016, there was a feeling of scepticism around the
motives. After a critical reading of many texts from the web
and in print on the election and its result, the impression was

left that, in reality, the election has not been of major 
significance, Vladimir Putin decides almost everything 
anyway. The September election, was not about carrying
through a more democratic election process to the Duma than
before – it had instead been about strengthening the power of
the president on the road to unconditional power. There lay
clear motives on the concentration of power behind much of
what was going on, according to the Danish media – expressed
both explicitly and implicitly.

But this also begs the question, could this be the case? 
Because, despite high inflation, falling standards of living,
especially for the middle class and the poor, and a threatening
problem of an ageing population, according to, for example,
the article, ”Russia is on its way out of recession – but the
economy is still vulnerable” things are going well in several
says in these years:

”Unemployment is low, 5.6 per cent – state finances
are secure, with huge currency reserves, and most 
importantly – the oil price has stabilised” (Informa-
tion, September 27th 2016).

In relation to the domestic food situation under Russian
sanctions against the West, the earlier head of research for the
OECD in Russia, Professor Silvana Malle, is quoted as 
stating: 

”In the short term, the sanctions created shortages of
a number of products, but a year later, it is more 
difficult to trace serious signs of scarcity… Silvane
Malle wouldn’t go so far as to say that the sanctions
have been beneficial for Russia, but in certain areas it
has boosted investments and perhaps, in the longer
term, will have created domestic alternatives to 
imported goods”. 

Such significantly different descriptions of the same 
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reality, raise further questions: Vladimir Putin is arguably a
leader with autocratic ambitions, but there must surely be 
something in the current Russian political system which is
about making life better for as many Russians as possible?
How could it be otherwise when 75 percent of Russians 
support a president who apparently thinks more about his own
power than on the country and the people’s welfare? In 
comparison, perhaps 25-40 percent of people in the West 
support their leaders and their presidents.

There is a question of whether there are elements of a
meta-narrative behind some of the Danish Russia coverage,
as in the USA? Whether, in this element of the Russia 
coverage,  the possibility that President Putin has real motives
behind his exercise of power, is routinely written off? This
question has not been answered in our study, but the thought
does seem obvious, based on the conclusions above.

Behind the media coverage of Russia there is also a sense
that there is also an exclusionary, ’them and us’. The struggle
for the interests of the free Western countries, appears more
morally legitimate than the Russian struggle for their interests
(compare ”the AR narrative”). As a consequence of the way
that Russia is described, in many ways it seems to represent
the opposite of Western values and ideals. We on the West,
are the civilised, and the good, the Russians and their 
president represent the undemocratic, uncivilised, and 
aggressive. And this is despite the fact that security 
researchers have quoted several times in the media that the
Russians in recent decades have not been more offensive than
the West, almost more the contrary, in fact. NATO and the
EU have pushed closer to the Russian borders and look like
they intend to continue to the East. According to the 
researchers, the West’s pressure on Russia has led to a 
Russian counter-pressure. 

Now, it is well-known that everything is seen and described
through the cultural lens that the observer and describer has
brought with them. Also, that journalistically, it makes good
sense to see Russia from a Western perspective as this 
contributes to creating relevance and value for readers. But
there is a limit. An observer can be so blinded by this lens
(compare Luhmann) that, in reality, he overlooks very 
relevant things. Our analyses and critical reading indicates
that occasionally, the Danish news media were at this limit,
and exceeded it.  A value toning of the Russia material 
weakened the possibilities of readers to really understand the
true reality and motives behind the increasingly autocratic
Russia, anno 2016. 

The analyses behind this report lead to a recommendation
for a broader journalistic coverage of Russian society than
the massive focus on politics, war, international conflicts, and
President Putin. In this way, to find more and deeper layers,
popularly put, of what is happening in Russia. Seen in a little
longer historical perspective, Vladimir Putin will be replaced
as president anyway, by someone else, at some point in time.

12.6 In the light of Götz’s three explanatory models
In relation to illustrating Russia as a threat to Europe and the
West and the media’s handling of this, it is useful to reiterate
the comparative military strengths of Russia, the European
NATO member states, and the USA. This was done by several
of the media, especially in connection with the NATO summit
in July 2016, where it was decided to deploy NATO troops
in part of the earlier Soviet Union, the Baltic States and 
Poland:

• ”Total European NATO member states defence budget
is  1315 billion kroner. Together, they have 1,967,000 troops
at their disposal.
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• USA´s defence budget os  på 3248 billion kroner. The
USA has over 1,492,000 troops at its disposal

• Russia’s defence budget is 441billion kroner. Russia has
over 845,000 troops at is disposal” (Politiken, July 8th 2016).

The combined military budget of the NATO member 
states is thus 10 times greater than Russia’s, and that the
NATO countries have more modern and effective weapons
than the Russians. There is in no way anything like equal
strength as was more the case during the decades of the Cold
War. Both have a substantial amount of nuclear weapons and
missiles available, which the Russians occasionally, resort to
indicating, when they wish to underline the gravity of their

policies. As the Russian ambassador to Denmark, Mikhail
Vanin, did in a debate contribution in Jyllands-Posten:

” I do not think that Danes wholly understand the 
consequences of what would happen if Denmark joins
the American controlled missile defence. If is happens,
Danish warships will become targets for Russian 
nuclear missiles”
”Denmark would be part of the threat against Russia,
would be considered less peaceful, and the relationship
to Russia would be damaged. It is naturally your 
decision – I would just remind you that you would lose
both money and security. At the same time, Russia has

Simultaneous with globalisation and international trade creating more interaction between peoples and economic dependency 

between the major centres of power: the USA, Europe, Russia and China, military means are still frequently employed by all the great

powers – though often as a deterrent. Here the Russian military are deployed at the border with Tadsjikistan, which guards Russia’s

borders to the southeast. 

(Photo: Zhukov Sergei, Itar Tass/Polfoto)
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missiles at its disposal that are guaranteed to pierce
the future global missile defence system” (Jyllands-
Posten, March 20th 2015).

Denmark has to decide in 2017, whether Denmark will
join the new missile defence system or not.

Researcher, Elias Götzs three different explanations of the
relations between Russia, Ukraine and the West, are a good
bid for explanatory models that can be employed to explain
both Russia and the West’s current reactions patterns and the
media coverage of them.

In ”Revisionist Russia” the country is an aggressive 
opponent of the West. Russia has dreams of a new imperium
and strives for dominance over the enormous area that earlier
was the Soviet Union 

As ”Troublemaker” Russia’s self-assertive behaviour is
tied to international dynamics which the Kremlin elite act on
by conjuring up problems abroad in order to maintain power
in Moscow. 

The recommended response by the researchers in both
scenarios are an offensive counteraction from the West in the
form of tough counter-power included hybrid-war.

As ”Victim Russia” Russia is basically a relatively weak
nation that seeks to maintain the status quo with very limited
offensive goals. The ’victim school’ recommends that the
sanctions against Russia should be lifted and suggests a 

neutral Ukraine, which, in their opinion, would lead to 
reducing, not increasing, tension.

In the coverage of Russia in 2015 and 2016 one will find
elements of all three explanatory models however most from
the aggressive “Revisionist” and “troublemaker” scenarios.
In a few articles and comments a “Victim Russia-
explanation” was presented and supported.

12.7 A bid on the causes of the differences   
The report consists of a large number of qualitative and 
quantitative analyses that have raised a number of critical
questions. These have been put to key persons in the Russia
coverage in Moscow and in Denmark. 

The media research sees problems and clear deficiencies
in the Russia coverage. The media’s Moscow correspondents
and foreign editors essentially disagree. How can two so 
professionally competent groups of specialists see the same
media material so differently? What is the reason? Here are
some possible explanations:

The correspondents, in particular, are close to the Russian
reality. They live there every day, observe and analyse it, and
are naturally influenced by the political and social flows there
are in the regional centre of power, that is Moscow, where
they spend most of their time. Over time, they develop a 
personal net of sources, that is influenced by the way they

Figur 2:

The Russian reality    ->     The Russia coverage    ->     Messages and perceptions

Correspondents and                           Researchers and
Foreign editors                                  Readers and clickers

-> ->
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wish to cover Russia. They also follow the media coverage
of the Russian press. In this way, their version of the 
continuing description of Russia, and its neighbours in the
earlier Soviet Union, arises.

It is totally different for the media researchers. They and
we are distant from the Russian reality, and do not receive
impulses from it. Instead, the research has, its outset in 
published material, in journalism’s implicit and explicit 
messages, and in the receivers’ possible perceptions of its
content and significance. This can be analysed with framing
analysis, critical text reading, and other methods of rhetoric
and of media science. And that has resulted, as the report has
revealed, a clearly different perception of the same Russia
material.  

In relation to the Russia pictures of the correspondents and
foreign editors, it is clear that they are subject to the universal
journalistic logic and methods that they must employ when
producing their work. These are, for example:

• A news coverage which often displaces background
and causes. Particular types of event are more suited
to the propagation of news than others. The choice 
of subject becomes a little monotonous with a focus
on power, people in power, politics, war and any 
consequent cross-border statements
• Foreign journalism’s most employed news criteria
promote drama in preference to focus on year-long 
societal processes, production and daily life. Especially,
when there is a major cultural distance (according to
Albæk) to the society being covered, then power and
fear metaphors are more frequently employed than
other types of material 
• The coverage of so large and complex a society as

Russia demands simplification. Simplification is an
editorial precondition. News coverage has problems
with encompassing diversity. It leads, for example, to
a personification of Russia with Vladimir Putin. This
makes it easy to understand and explain. This also
leads to a few contradictions, for example, ’them and
us’. And the underlying discharge of state interests 
easily disappears in such a simplification.

Handling reality in this way which transforms Russian
reality through the journalistic method apparatus, and produces
the Russia coverage which the researchers analyse and which
readers, read selected elements of.

In relation to the readers (and the researchers) reception and
perception of the Russia material, the following among other
things, happens:

•In the Russia coverage, comments and interpretations,
are often inserted between journalistic fact, news
events, and the readers and interpreters’ reception of
the material. It is assessed that this occurred very often
from Danish politicians, academic experts, and inter-
national commentators. If, for example, the Russians
repeal an international agreement on regulating the 
deployment of missiles, then Western leaders 
immediately state that the West must place missiles in
Eastern Europe, that are directed towards Russia. In
this way, the Russian initiative was immediately 
interpreted as an aggressive act. Readers (and 
researchers) are left with no possibility of forming
their own opinion
• Readers (and researchers) eyes. We have all an 
internal picture of Russia, for the slightly older media
users, particularly back from the time of the Soviet
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Union. Researchers call this a neo-Soviet view. The
Russia material is not written against a background of
nothing, more the contrary. There exists a number of
ideas about Russians and, possibly, a meta-narrative,
and the Russia coverage is thus acquired with these as
a lens. This leads to the Russia coverage very easily
being read and perceived as stereotypical and neo-
Soviet, even though that is perhaps not the widely held
perception.

What is thus right and what is wrong? The positive 
perception of their own Russia coverage by the foreign 
correspondents and editors or the researchers’ critical 
conclusions. The answer is that, in reality, they are perhaps
both right. It is about the point of view. Based on which role
one observes: Are you a reporter close to the Russian reality,
or an analyst at a distance? This leads to two different types
of answer, two very different perceptions. The difference is
determined by from where one observes.

12.8 Tendencies and nuancing
Half way through this report, four critical questions were 
raised about the coverage of Russia by the Danish media. The
four questions were:

• Is there a deficit in the coverage of Russian politics,
and culture on its own terms, by the media. A deficit
in relation to being able to understand how Russian
leaders discharge the interests of Russia as a great
power?
• Is there a deficit in the media in relation to covering
the whole of Russian society and its large population.
Also those Russians that are not involved in the power
games, and who are not oligarchs, or involved in
major corruption?

• Is Russia covered in dualistic opposite pairs, ’them
and us’ and in such a way, that extreme Russian acts,
events and rabid statements often constitute one side
of the opposite pairs. Has it gone so far that it is 
possible to talk of Russophobia being in play?
• Is Russia consistently personified with Putin, and if so,
what are the consequences? Is there a demonisation of
Vladimir Putin?

Most of the questions above are answered in the positive.
But for the most extreme questions, for example, whether
President Putin is despotic and demonised in the Russia 
coverage, whether there is a Russophobia in the Danish media
world, or whether the Danish media coverage is a victim of
effective Russian hybrid-war, the answer is a series of 
negatives. So fake, ideologically angled and polarised the
media coverage was unequivocally not. Perhaps, it was 
characterised by clear tendencies and and excluding ‘them
and us’, but there were also innumerable instances of the 
opposite, of nuances, valuable background, and different 
voices. 

If, as a user of the news media in Denmark, one consumes
news across the media, as more and more people do every
day, the none can cherry-pick from facts and different angles
of Russia and its relations with the West, and thus create a
well-founded and current knowledge of Russia – particularly
on the Russia of the people in power, as seen from the 
Kremlin.

In the future, there will also be a need for a constant 
critical examination from the media of Russia, its conflicts,
the manipulation, and the increasingly autocratic President
Putin – but there is a need for a great deal more. What that is,
why, and on which subjects, The coverage of Russia by the
Danish media provides a series of suggestions.
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